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FOREWORD
Mark Thompson
President and Chief Executive Officer, The New York Times Company

F

or many years, quality newspapers were
supported by a healthy business model.
The mission of newspapers may have been
to inform and delight readers, but commercially,
they were ad platforms, brilliant means by which
marketers could reach valuable audiences.
Around fifteen years ago, the internet started
to disrupt this agreeable arrangement and newspapers across the developed world started to experience a crisis of confidence. How could you
sell news when so much was available free on
the web? How could you maintain profitability,
viability even, as you watched print advertising
dollars being exchanged for digital advertising
dimes or pennies? Could professional journalism have any kind of future when anyone could
pick up a mobile phone and start reporting and
blogging to the world?
This gloomy prognosis - in particular those
neat phrases about analog dollars and digital
cents - became so entrenched that they’re still
the way many people talk and think about our
industry. To me, they tell some, but not all of the

Provenance
and accountability,
editors and publishers
standing behind the
facts, matter more
than ever

story, and they frame the challenge we face both
inadequately and incorrectly.
To explain my thinking, I want to use an analogy, not an exact one because there are no exact
ones, but a useful one nonetheless.
The Swiss watch industry faced its own digital crisis between the 1960s and the 1980s. It
began with the Bulova Accutron and quartz
but soon meant fully digital watches – in other words timekeeping devices powered by batteries rather than springs, which were capable
of being mass-produced at very low cost, but
which were better at actually keeping time than
the best Swiss chronometers.
Annual industrial statistics soon showed what
seemed to be the inevitable happening: volume
production of watches switching rapidly from
Switzerland to Asia and in the Swiss industry itself; profits falling, jobs disappearing and companies going out of business.
The logic of all this seems inescapable. Once,
if you wanted something on your wrist that
would tell you the right time, you had to invest
in a mechanical device that was relatively difficult to produce, and therefore relatively expensive to buy. If a $15 Casio tells you the time perfectly, why would anyone pay a buck more for
anything else?
The Swiss, in my experience, are not natural
defeatists. But, to many in the industry, the future looked bleak.
In the early 80s, a group of bankers hired a
man called Nicolas G. Hayek to figure out how
best some of the watch companies could be
packaged up for sale. Instead, Hayek created
a new consortium with a twin-track strategy:
first to create watches that could compete with
ultra-cheap Asian products on price but with
added Swiss design and flair – what became
the Swatch; and second, to re-assert the beauty and value of the craftsmanship that went into
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Quality Journalism:
Running Like a Swiss Watch

higher-end Swiss watches and to redefine those
watches as luxury items whose worth, financial
as well as aesthetic, went far beyond the mere
matter of telling the right time.
Hayek is by no means the only hero of the
quartz crisis. The leadership of many other
manufacturers of mechanical watches decided
to stand their ground, not – it’s worth noting –
by discarding their tradition in favor of something else, but by doubling-down on it and by
celebrating it more explicitly in their marketing than they had ever done in the long period
when most watches were mainly about telling
the right time.
So let’s try to apply this analogy to the news
business.
I think one of the mistakes the pessimists made
a decade or so ago was to assume that news is
also nothing more than a commodity and that,
in an age when headlines are available for nothing and any news story can be sliced and diced
and aggregated by third parties, the public’s willingness to pay for news would collapse.
To me, the news is much more than a commodity – it’s a more complex behavioral and
cultural artifact than that. Certainly there’s a
commodity component. Headlines are everywhere and it’s true that it is rare even for a formidable news provider to be able to hang on exclusively to a headline for very long. Most of us
now absorb headlines almost by osmosis – it can
be quite hard to remember exactly how you first
heard some piece of news.
Headlines matter, but to state the obvious, the
concept of a commodity news headline doesn’t
come close to exhausting the category of news.
Headlines are always the start of something. You
want to know more, to know why, to understand the context, to read a discussion of what
might happen next.
Some of this is also available on the web,
though it’s often difficult to find and collect –
and even harder to fully verify. We live in a time
where respect for the facts and for dispassionate
analysis is rare and where propaganda of one sort
or another often masquerades as journalism.
Provenance and accountability – the knowledge that there is an editor and publisher standing behind the facts and reportage — matter
more, not less in this environment. This is why
some big news brands from the pre-digital age
still loom large today.
Offering the highest quality, most thoughtful
journalism to readers who understand its worth
and distinctiveness should be a solid central
plank of a strategy for the future.
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The Financial
Times’ Post-Print
Digital Newsroom
and Mobile
Future

“We are moving from a news business to a networked business.”
So wrote Lionel Barber, Editor of the Financial Times, in a January
2013 memo to his staff, pushing them to embrace the “new avenues
and platforms for the richer delivery and sharing of information”
offered by the internet.

H

is words had an impressive and almost
immediate effect. A little over a year later, the paper celebrated its highest circulation ever, a 652,000 combination of print and
digital subscriptions and an 8% year-on-year increase.
But the milestone was not without sacrifice.
In addition to redundancies, an upheaval in
newsroom workflow and mindset metamorphosis, the paper seemed poised to cannibalize
its print editions.
If all goes to plan, however, these sacrifices, conceived to accelerate what is arguably the
most radical “digital-first” migration in European media, might just pay off.

Audience vs. Advertising
A pioneer in paid online content, the FT continues to claim one of the most successful digital subscription offerings in the industry. As of
April 2014, the paper boasted over 415,000 pay-

ing subscribers to its online and mobile offerings, a 31% year-on-year increase. In 2013 alone,
it added 99,000 newcomers.
The FT’s digital subscribers, which represent
63% of all subscribers, are quickly moving to
mobile, with 62% of total subscriber consumption and 45% of total digital traffic coming from
portable devices complemented by a 20% increase in mobile advertising income.
Like The New York Times, the FT has seen a
rapid reversal in the traditional dominance of
advertising revenues. As of June 2013, income
from subscribers topped advertising revenues,
reaching 63% in Q1 of 2014 vs. 48% in 2008
whereas advertising revenues in the same period were at 37% vs. 52% in 2008.
FT CEO, John Ridding, commented on this reversal in March 2014, telling The Media Briefing,
“It is healthy to derive your main revenue from
the content you produce. Advertising is a wonderful and valuable addition to that, but the di-
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The print Pinksheet
transformed into the
digital “salmon-scroll”
across all devices

rect relationship has to be between the publisher and the reader of content.” Ridding expressed
his interest to keep the FT out of the “volume
game”, one that many publishers, in his opinion, think they can play but that in reality is
dominated by digital natives such as Google and
Facebook.
Ridding is using this subscriber philosophy to
drive the FT’s digital revenues. Total intake from
FT Group’s digital revenues and services (including digital revenue from events) surpassed
those of print, reaching 55% vs. 31% in 2008 and
up 13% since 2012. The FT itself earns 35% of income from digital subscriptions and advertising.

“It is healthy
to derive your main
revenue from the
content you
produce”

Pondering the Pink Paper
What does this surge in digital revenues mean
for the FT’s famous salmon-tinged broadsheet?
To begin, print circulation, at less than 225,000,
is down over 50% since 2001 when it reached a
peak of 504,000. With such a dramatic drop, it
is perhaps no surprise that digital revenues have
overtaken print.
Just the same, the print product remains profitable even before including print ad revenues,
an achievement which the paper attributes to
its efforts to streamline print operations. For instance, the FT has reduced the number of printing sites around the world from 24 to 16.
The FT has no immediate plans to eliminate
the print product - quite the contrary, according
to Editor Barber who mentioned to The Guardian that the print product acts as a “fashion accessory” and marketing tool and that it remains
a “vital source of advertising revenue.”
Barber told the Columbia Journalism Review
in July 2013, “First of all, we know that print is
valuable. Second, it’s absolutely obvious to me
that a certain class, section of people, want to
read the printed newspaper.” Indicating that he
reads on both his iPad and on print, Barber continued, “It’s a different kind of engagement isn’t
it? The engagement with the tablet or with the
desktop…is slightly… more skittish.”
Barber and the FT have a number of changes in the works for the print product, changes
that will resonate through the newsroom and
reflect a total overhaul of the paper’s newsroom
workflow.

INNOVATIONS IN NEWSPAPERS 2014

Old vs. New Workflows: like night and day
“First, the 1970s-style newspaper publishing
process - making incremental changes to multiple editions throughout the night - is dead.
In future, our print product will derive from
the web offering - not vice versa.” Thus commenced Barber’s recommendations for the new
FT newsroom in an October 2013 memo.
The memo laid out the basics of the FT’s digital path, a path that includes;
• A global, single print edition potentially reduced to one section
• A shift towards “news in context” as opposed to “reactive news gathering”
• A smaller print team complementing a “larger integrated web/day production team”
Barber’s January 2013 memo on the subject
specified the reduction in print resources and
production which has contributed to its profitability noting:
• “Common ad shapes across editions”
• “A paring back of the UK 3rd edition”
• A reduction in commissioning channels and
improved prioritization of stories
• “Tighter control of pagination”
To achieve all this, Barber indicated in the January memo that 35 positions would be eliminated while 10 digital positions would be added.
Furthermore, most production would shift from
the traditional late-evening work to day work in

order to best accommodate reader habits.
ft.com’s Managing Editor, Robert Shrimsley,
told INNOVATION that shifts would start earlier in the day and that the daily 4pm meeting, at
which the front page of the print edition is traditionally closed, would be transformed into “a
discussion of themes for tomorrow. The print
paper must be the final word. It cannot be a
news magazine of yesterday’s news.”
Digital data leads to digital training
Deep knowledge of these habits has been made
possible by data crunching, performed by a customer analytics and subscription team of 30.
The metered paywall model introduced in 2007
has worked not only to generate subscription
revenues but also to gather data on 5 million
registered readers including what they read,
when they read it and what type of editorial and
advertising attract them.
This information has led the FT to announce
the launch of new products such as:
• An online section called “Fast FT” that produces 24-hour, real-time market commentary
• An FT Weekend app
• FT Newslines, a service targeted at business
schools that better integrate FT content into
a classroom setting
Data has also been key for FT advertising. CEO
Ridding told Mashable in April 2013 that, “We
can prove in real-time quite effectively what advertising is working and put that data in front
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Two 2013 memos from Editor Lionel Barber (above)
caused a stir in FT’s newsroom and were closely followed
by newsroom executives around the world

of advertisers… Our job is to provide the tools
and information to justify that decision for running a campaign with the FT rather than anyone else.”
To accommodate all of these significant
changes, the paper has implemented several digital training programs, amongst them the
“Digital Learning Week” (DLW). Started in 2012,
DLW’s 2013 edition “featured 53 sessions and 88
speakers in four days across five offices,” according to Head of Internal Communications Emily Gibbs who also indicated in a February 2014
article that the FT planned to launch a “Global Commercial Academy for advertising staff (as
well as) a formal digital accreditation scheme for
all employees.”
The FT also employs a tech team of 320 ( 230
permanent, 90 contractors). Apart from keeping the paper’s systems up and running, it is the
team that alongside the newsroom developed
the highly successful 2011 responsive design app
(see Page 44 ) and subsequent updates.

Innovation visited the Financial Times in April 2014
to learn more about its structural changes, changes
that originated with a September 2012 visit that the
paper’s executives made to Silicon Valley.
Our impression is that the Financial Times, formerly an un-integrated newsroom, aspires to be a
post-integration and post-news newsroom. What
do we mean by this?
Firstly, the success of the paper’s mobile web app
is pushing it to consider all production from a mobile-first perspective. This is reflected in the proposed workflow revamp from evening to daytime as
well as the reduction in the print paper, the main edition of which is a morning paper.
Secondly, despite CEO Ridding declaring otherwise, it appears that the FT is adopting a model similar to that of a wire service in its mobile approach
with mobile news being complemented by context,
comment and analysis in the print product as well as
to a certain degree on the web. The combination of
these two approaches has a “post-news” effect.
The biggest challenge for the FT, we feel, lies not
in its transition to digital, which can be achieved with
web-savvy staff, but in the transition of the print
staff to this “post-news” method. Daily editions
have already been reduced, pagination has been rethought, and the commissioning process has been
streamlined to name but a few evolutions.
Print editions will likely remain an integral element of the FT’s success and print products such as
“How To Spend It” will continue to attract top advertisers and audience. The format of the paper, however, should change from the current broadsheet to a
more compact, stapled arrangement.
What may prove difficult on the FT’s digital side
is the change in competition. Now, not only must it
compete with its traditional print rivals - The Wall
Street Journal, Fortune, Forbes, etc., which all have
significant digital presences - but also with digital
natives the likes of Business Insider, Bloomberg and
Quartz.
All in all, the FT has accomplished much, but there
remains a good deal of innovation ahead:
Pros:
• Strong editorial and executive leadership
• Global brand
• High-quality products
Cons:
• Need for new workflows
• Lack of integrated, multimedia CMS
• Newsroom architecture not optimized for necessary workflows
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LETTER FROM
LIONEL BARBER

EDITOR, FINANCIAL TIMES
JANUARY 2013
Dear Colleagues,
In my New Year message, I said
2013 would test our resolve to
move further and faster to support
top quality journalism in a rapidly
changing media landscape.
I now want to set out in detail
how we propose to reshape the FT
for the digital age. We need to do
less in certain areas and more in
others, we need to be much more
nimble, and we need to reshape
our teams.
Today we have started consultations with the NUJ with the aim of
opening up an initial voluntary redundancy scheme. The intention is
to reduce the cost of producing the
newspaper and give us the flexibility to invest more online.
Our common cause is to secure
the FT’s future in an increasingly competitive market, where old titles are being routinely disrupted by
new entrants such as Google and
LinkedIn and Twitter.
The FT’s brand of accurate, authoritative journalism can thrive,
but only if it adapts to the demands
of our readers in digital and in print,
still a vital source of advertising
revenues.
My visit to Silicon Valley last
September confirmed the speed of
change. Our competitors are harnessing technology to revolutionise
the news business through aggregation, personalisation and social
media. Mobile alone, for example,
now accounts for 25 per cent of all
the FT’s digital traffic. It would be
reckless for us to stand still.
Of course, we must stick to the
tested practices of good journalism:
deep and original reporting based
on multiple sources and a sharp
eye for the scoop. But we must
also recognise that the internet of-

fers new avenues and platforms for
the richer delivery and sharing of
information. We are moving from
a news business to a networked
business.
In order to engage more deeply with our readers, we need to introduce a more intelligent, balanced
and efficient deployment of our investment and our people. So we
are proposing a shift of some resources from night work to day and
from print to digital. This requires
an FT-wide initiative to train our
journalists to operate to the best of
their abilities. And it requires decisive leadership.
I am determined that we do everything we can to secure the FT’s
future as a world class, financially sustainable news organisation.
Our earlier decisions to raise prices,
charge for content, and build a subscription business have proven to
be bold and wise.
While many of our rivals have
struggled to find a profitable business model, and have therefore
announced heavy job losses, we
have been industry pioneers. This is
not the moment to falter.
Of course, change is wrenching.
I therefore want to assure you that
serious consideration and consultation have gone, and will go into
the proposals that follow. So too
our desire to be fair, honest and
transparent.
We are now entering into a consultation with the National Union of
Journalists and staff to consider the
FT’s future and these proposals so
that we take the right path forward,
in a fair and open dialogue.
Let me make several points clear
at the outset.
I want to sharpen our commissioning to produce more selective,
relevant, high quality content.
I would like to implement measures to simplify the newspaper to
lighten the work load and reduce
the resources devoted to print.
INNOVATIONS IN NEWSPAPERS 2014

These include:
1. Common ad shapes across
editions – reducing unnecessary
tweaks and edits between editions.
2. A more common international edition with common fronts and
second fronts.
3. A possible move to a common
running order between UK and international editions with World at
the front of the run
4. Restrictions on the number
of changes requested for US second edition.
5. A paring back of the UK 3rd
edition.
6. A far more disciplined adherence to copy delivery times, and
improved forward planning
7. An end to “octopus commissioning” — we need fewer commissioning channels. Equally, news
editors must clearly identify priority stories.
8. Tighter control of pagination We need to ensure that we are
serving a digital platform first, and
a newspaper second. This is a big
cultural shift for the FT that is only
likely to be achieved with further
structural change.
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We must find a way to reduce
production resources at night and
increase them in the day; these
same resources must also be increasingly devoted to the web and
less to the newspaper.
On unified news desks, we need
to become content editors rather
than page editors. We must rethink
how we publish our content, when
and in what form, whether conventional news, blogs, video or social media.
In our UK and international reporting network, we must seek
to have people in the right places
ready to devote their talents to covering the big FT stories and not risk
becoming isolated in silos or geographies.
Pearson, the FT’s parent company, is firmly behind our strategy and
our proposed transformation and is
providing financial support for the
reorganisation we are planning for
the first quarter of this year.
The proposed voluntary redundancy programme will help us to
reshape structures and reduce our
costs by £1.6m in the current year.
We estimate this could translate
into a net headcount reduction of
about 25 people after the introduction of 10 more digital jobs, some
of which we are advertising already.
We encourage people wanting
to leave the paper to step forward.
We will also be consulting with the
NUJ as to what further steps we
might have to propose if we do not
achieve the right level of take-up
for the planned VR scheme.
Finally, we will be launching new
products and services online in
2013, starting with our “Fast FT”
markets and a new Weekend FT
app.
This will be an opportunity for all
of us to think harder about a more
dynamic and inter-active form of
FT journalism beyond the printed word. This is vital to drive deeper
engagement with readers and build
our subscriptions business.
I will be taking part in meetings
with team leaders to explain these

FIRST
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changes, to listen to your ideas, and
answer any questions In the meantime, James Lamont, the managing editor, will supply details of the
voluntary redundancy programme
and consult widely with you.
Assistant Editors and team leaders will be briefed on the outline
of the proposals. They will do their
best to answer your questions and
offer you their support Throughout the FT’s history, we have made
great progress in a changing industry. You have taken impressive
strides to modernise the FT and I
am deeply appreciative of your willingness to adapt to change. This is
not an easy transition, but we are
obliged to take the difficult steps to
secure the FT’s future as one of the
world’s great news organisations.
And with your support in this
125th anniversary year, we can do
that and continue to do what we do
best: the business of quality
journalism.
Lionel
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LETTER FROM
LIONEL BARBER

OCTOBER 2013

We are now ready to take the
next steps in our successful “digital first” strategy. This is an exciting but also challenging opportunity for all journalists at the Financial
Times. It means changes in work
practices, a further shift of resources to ft.com and a significant
reshaping of the newspaper.
Our plan is to launch a single edition, global print product in
2014. The new FT will be refreshed
and updated to reflect modern
tastes and reading habits. It will
continue to exude authority and
quality, delivering a powerful combination of words, pictures and
data to explain the most important
issues of the day.
The new FT will be a better paper
to suit the times. It will remain a vital part of our business, contributing significant advertising and circulation revenues. But, crucially,
it will be produced differently and
more easily. The changes will impact the structure of the newsroom – and the way we practise
our journalism.

Here are some pointers:
First, the 1970s-style newspaper publishing process – making incremental changes to multiple editions through the night
– is dead. In future, our print product will derive from the web offering – not vice versa. The new FT
will be produced by a small printfocused team working alongside a
larger integrated web/day production team.
Second, the structure of our
planned single edition, possibly
single section newspaper means
minimal late evening changes and
more templating of standard pages. We will however retain flexibility for a tailored UK edition with UK
news pages. Our main design effort will focus on “show pages”
with accompanying rich data and
graphics.
Third, our news editors and reporters will shift further away from
reactive news gathering to valueadded “news in context”, while remaining faithful to the pursuit of
original, investigative journalism.
News editors will need to do more
pre-planning and intelligent commissioning for print and online.

This will require a change in mindset for editors and reporters but it
is absolutely the right way forward
in the digital age.
Overall, these changes will mean
that much of the newspaper will be
pre-planned and produced. Production journalists will publish stories to meet peak viewing times on
the web rather than old print deadlines. The process will be akin to
a broadcasting schedule. Where
once we planned around page layouts, we will now adopt a news
bulletin-style approach.
Finally, the changes in newspaper production will require further
changes in working practices. I understand that this will challenge
those long been used to late evening work. But as we move into
the next phase of digital first, colleagues need to make informed
choices about their careers at the
FT and where opportunities lie.
We will need to move more resources from late evening to day
and from afternoon to morning, notably in London. Production
journalists will be digitally focused.
Online, we will concentrate on
smart aggregation of content from
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our own journalists and third parties. However, the emphasis online
will be on articles rather than section pages.
FT journalism must adapt further to a world where reporters
and commentators converse with
readers. Our goal must be to deepen engagement and ensure we
meet readers’ demands whenever and however they turn to us for
breaking news and quality analysis. FastFT, one of our most successful innovations this year, has
shown our determination to do just
that. More is to come.
Our approach to the newspaper
and ft.com is a logical extension to
the changes we have made in the
newsroom over the past decade
and more. Thanks to these changes, the FT has established itself as
a pioneer in modern media.
We have transformed our business model, successfully charging for content and building a global subscription business. Last year,
our online subscriptions surpassed
our print circulation for the first
time. Today, we have more than
100,000 more digital subscriptions than print sales.
This is no time to stand still. The
competitive pressures on our business to adapt to an environment
where we are increasingly being
read on the desktop, smart phone
and tablet – remain as strong as
ever. The pace of change, driven by
technology, is relentless as I was
reminded once again during my
recent conversations in Aspen and
Sun Valley.
I want to thank all FT journalists
for their dedication to the cause.
These are challenging times. But
as long as we embrace change
and continue to innovate, we will
continue to produce the worldclass journalism of which we are
all proud.
Lionel
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more easily. The changes will impact the structure of the newsroom – and the way we practise
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Here are some pointers:
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graphics.
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choices about their careers at the
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We will need to move more resources from late evening to day
and from afternoon to morning, notably in London. Production
journalists will be digitally focused.
Online, we will concentrate on
smart aggregation of content from
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our own journalists and third parties. However, the emphasis online
will be on articles rather than section pages.
FT journalism must adapt further to a world where reporters
and commentators converse with
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meet readers’ demands whenever and however they turn to us for
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shown our determination to do just
that. More is to come.
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a pioneer in modern media.
We have transformed our business model, successfully charging for content and building a global subscription business. Last year,
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This is no time to stand still. The
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and tablet – remain as strong as
ever. The pace of change, driven by
technology, is relentless as I was
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continue to produce the worldclass journalism of which we are
all proud.
Lionel
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Bezos and
Buffet: the Logic
to owning a
newspaper today

SHOCKED! That’s how many in the media industry felt upon the
announcement that the Grahams, whose family had owned the
Washington Post - one of the world’s most prestigious newspapers since 1933, was selling their title for $250 million. Even more shocking
was the buyer, a complete outsider to the newspaper industry:
Amazon.com founder and digital icon, Jeff Bezos.

S

peculation abounded. Did Bezos know
something that the Grahams didn’t? What
did a digital native want with a legacy
print medium? Could an internet tycoon save
newspapers?
At the same time, long-time Graham family friend and the Post’s largest shareholder,
Warren Buffet, declined to buy the paper even
though a Buffet purchase appeared as a natural
fit. Was Buffet, like the Grahams, divesting his
newspaper holdings?
Quite the contrary. Buffet’s holding company,
Berkshire Hathaway, had spent approximately $400 million on newspaper acquisitions, including the 2012 purchase of 63 titles from US
publisher Media General Inc., and continued to
invest in their development.
The difference?
Whereas Bezos bought an internationally recognizable title that faces stiff competition from
a host of sources covering the US capital, Buf-

fet has invested in local papers virtually free of
competition.
The seemingly contradictory strategies of
Bezos and Buffet raise questions about the logic
of print newspaper ownership in an era increasingly dominated by digital news. But upon closer examination, the logic in their lunacy emerges.
BEZOS: A NEWSPAPER NOVICE NURTURES
THE WASHINGTON POST
In a seemingly illogical move, Donald Graham actually approached Bezos, whom he had
known for many years, when he and his family were looking for a Post buyer. Bezos also
thought the offer to be illogical telling Charlie
Rose on 60 Minutes that his first question was
“Why would I even be a logical buyer? I don’t
know anything about the news business.”
The logical reason, as explained by Bezos,
was that the Grahams sought a digital native as
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buyer. Since the internet had so disrupted the
newspaper industry, they figured a leader from
an internet company had the most potential
for success. In what could become a business
school case study in managerial humility, the
Grahams admitted that they were not capable
of transforming a newspaper steeped in decades
of print culture into the multimedia publishing
house needed to succeed in the digital age.
Another reason for approaching Bezos was
his deep pockets. With a net worth of $25 billion, Bezos spent a mere 1% of his fortune on
the Post. The Grahams, who had lived through
many years of seemingly effortless profits with
the paper, had experienced seven consecutive
years of declining revenues despite evolutionary
investments and decided they could go no further with it, selling the paper for a fraction of its
$4 billion enterprise value. “We had innovated
and to my critical eye our innovations had been
quite successful in audience and quality, but
they hadn’t made up for the revenue decline,”
explained Don Graham. “Our answer had to be
cost cuts and we knew there was a limit to that.
We were certain the paper would survive under our ownership, but we wanted it to do more
than that. We wanted it to succeed.”
Indeed, Bezos indicated that he would provide the Post with “runway” - the financial
means for experimentation over an indefinite
period. Those who would manage the cash injections would largely be the paper’s executive
ranks at the time of purchase as Bezos left Katherine Weymouth, Graham’s niece, as the Post’s
Publisher. “If we figure out a new golden era
at the Post,” commented Bezos, “it will be due
to the ingenuity and inventiveness and experi-

With a net
worth of $25 billion,
Bezos spent a mere
1% of his fortune
on the Post

mentation of the team at the Post.”
The first signs of ingenuity came in March
2014 with a purely business-driven innovation.
The DC paper announced plans to open its digital access to subscribers of newspapers around
the country (outside direct national competitors such as The New York Times and The Wall
Street Journal). Media watchers postulated that
soon the paper would open digital access to other subscription services such as Spotify and, of
course, Amazon Prime delivery service.
Media pundits threw around a host of additional theories: Bezos sought to “revolutionize
newsgathering”; that his affection for the written word drove the purchase; that he plans to
capitalize on similarities he perceives between
digital publishing and digital commerce, his
specialty at Amazon; that he is a long-term investor and journalism is a long-term business;
or that the Post is the perfect, reputable institution to bundle with Amazon’s Kindle e-readers.
The truth is, we can only keep speculating.
As Bezos’ other side projects include a 10,000year clock and enabling “private human access to space”, returning newspapers to the glory days of hard-hitting journalism and fat profit
margins may not seem like an impossible task
for one of the most visionary innovators of our
time. With Bezos behind it, The Washington
Post could in time become a bastion of newspaper innovation.
BUFFET: INVESTING IN COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS
Where Bezos will likely help the Post transform
itself in the face of serious national competition, Buffet has invested in newspapers that he
can transform under significantly less competitive pressure. He followed his 2012 $142 million
purchase of 63 Media General Inc. local titles,
the deal that sparked the creation of BH Media
Group, by buying three additional local newspapers in 2013. All told, Buffet spent $344 million
on 28 daily newspapers in the fifteen months to
March 2013 and at the time of publication, BH
Media Group owned “69 newspapers and other
titles” across the US.
Why would the world’s most respected investor put money into what most have written
off as an economically devastated industry? The
answer can ironically be found in economics.
Even though Buffet told shareholders that he
expects newspaper “circulation, advertising and
profits” to continue their decline, he still recognized that the papers he bought were local monopolies that provide invaluable information to
their local audiences. “Newspapers continue to
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reign supreme… in the delivery of local news,”
Buffet wrote to shareholders in the 2013 edition
of his annual letter. “Wherever there is a pervasive sense of community, a paper that serves the
special informational needs of that community
will remain indispensable to a significant portion of its residents.”
True to this statement, the Media General acquisitions reflected Buffet’s strategy in the papers that it included as well as the one that it
excluded. BH Media Group declined to buy Media General’s largest paper, The Tampa Tribune, a paper that faces direct competition in
its mid-sized city from a newspaper of similar
circulation. Despite a nostalgia for newspapers
originating from his work as a paperboy in his
early years, Buffet is not resting on his properties’ print laurels. He realizes the need for the
transition to digital and believes that papers
“having a sensible internet strategy will remain
viable for a long time.”
In his 2013 shareholder letter, Buffet spoke of
paywalls as a necessary strategy and pointed to
the Arkansas Democrat Gazette, a paper not
owned by BH Media Group, as a regional paper
that has maintained circulation figures in part
due to its early decision to charge for internet
content.
The Wall Street Journal reported in January
2014 that eight of Buffet’s papers had introduced
metered paywalls and that others were experimenting with digital initiatives such as newsletters and mobile apps. In 2013, BH Media Group
also created a content-sharing network that
provided its papers with access to the content
produced by all.

Although Buffet has been transparent with
BH’s shareholders that he expects newspaper
revenues to continue their decline, his local
holdings are profitable just the same. In 2013,
he told his shareholders that he expects at least
a 10% return from his newspapers. Nor is Buffet over-nostalgic. He has already closed one of
the papers he bought because “after analyzing
the paper’s results, we saw no remedy for the
losses.”

INNOVATION’S TAKE
The logic of long-term

Although on the surface, Bezos’ and Buffet’s newspaper strategies appear to oppose one another, their
strategies are actually very similar. Each bought
newspapers at bargain prices, freed their new assets of debt, and pledged to finance innovation in the
hopes of finding a sustainable model for print titles
in an irreversibly-digital media landscape.
The real point at which their strategies coincide the
most is the two moguls’ commitment to long-term
investment. With Amazon, Bezos has survived for
twenty years, including the dot-com bust, on longterm thinking and razor-thin margins. He is well
known for reinvesting operating profits in new projects that will ensure the long-term future of his
company. Buffet is the same. The Sage of Omaha has made his fortune investing in industries and
companies that have long-term growth potential
and that are undervalued at the time of purchase.
If the logic of Bezos and Buffet proves accurate, perhaps newspaper publishers have a brighter longterm future than many believe.
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7 to 1: Grupo
Nacion’s massive
multimedia
INTEGRATION

The new facility, which replaced this warehouse,
was conceived by INNOVATION media architecture
consultants and developed and implemented by local
firm Cisneros Arquitectura
Fotos: Grupo Nacion

How do you transform seven separate print, radio, web and TV
newsrooms with a combined 331 journalists into one, unique open
space producing content for all platforms?
With a ton of expert planning and a futuristic facility.

C

osta Rica’s leading print publisher, Grupo Nación, faced exactly this challenge.
The Group - which apart from a dozen
magazines, a popular tabloid paper, four radio
programs, the country’s only sports paper, a financial daily and an events business, publishes
La Nación, its flagship and a reference for independent journalism in Latin America - decided
to fuse its disparate media operations in 2011.
Although print circulation had stagnated, the
Costa Rican advertising market was predicted to
continue its growth, and internet penetration,
relatively low compared with neighboring coun-

Grupo Nación’s
print publications
La Nación
General interest, daily, 87,500 copies
La Teja
Popular tabloid, daily, 110,000 copies
El Financiero
Business, weekly 10,000 copies
Al Día
Sports, daily, 35,000 copies
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tries, was due to improve after the liberalization
of the telecoms market. Recognizing these phenomena, Group President Manuel Jiménez Echeverria explained to shareholders his thoughts
on how to take the company forward including
“expanding our digital offering, rethinking our
print operations, seeking synergies in our content production and more than anything, diversifying our portfolio for advertising clients.”
Unlike other newspaper publishers around
the world, Grupo Nación’s revamp did not originate as an immediate necessity. The Group’s
sales revenues had steadily increased year-onyear and it enjoyed healthy margins. Rather, Jiménez Echeverria wanted to prepare the group
for an imminent future.
For a rapidly changing future, Grupo Nación
reorganized itself into eight business units (see
box in next page), each led by an individual director. Once the corporate structure and strat-

egy were in place, the Group focused on what
was arguably its most difficult task: bringing
seven traditional newsrooms together into one
global, multi-platform organism, effectively
arranged to maximize staff and technological
resources and attuned to the demands of an
audience consuming media on an increasingly
diverse array of devices.
To achieve these momentous objectives, Grupo Nación called on Innovation Media Consulting. Innovation set out on a collaborative
path to change management. After interviews
with virtually all newsroom staff, editors and
journalists included, working groups composed
of the directors of different titles and Innovation consultants were organized. In three
months, these working groups completed the
Newsroom Management Model which defined
the principles of the new newsroom, its individual departments, its first architectural sketches

NEWSROOMS

and a vision of the features to be found within.
The following three months consisted of developing the editorial operations manual, a
detailed “user’s guide” to the new newsroom.
From describing the responsibilities of all journalist positions to the skills needed by each and
from the types of editorial products to be produced to content generation workflows, the user’s guide became the bible of Grupo Nación’s
editorial team.
At the end of the six-month preparatory sessions, the Newsroom Management Model and
Manual were completed, including the definitive newsroom architectural design, an implementation calendar and KPIs for the Group’s
staff.
All content, all titles, all platforms
Grupo Nación adopted an integral philosophy
for its new, unified newsroom and its staff.

Whereas journalists had traditionally created
content for one title, now all journalists were
considered to be journalists of Grupo Nación
and would produce material for all brands on all
platforms with a focus on producing the content expected by each audience.
To accommodate the physical aggregation
of all Group editorial functions in one place, a
central managerial entity was created: the Super
Desk. Led by a Head of Content, the Super Desk
delegates responsibilities to the Editors-inChief of each title as well as to a Group Digital
Editor, a Graphics and Audiovisual Journalism
Editor (PGA), a Radio and Television Editor and
an Editor of Magazines and Supplements, all of
whom have a seat at the Desk. The Managing
Director of GN Medios also keeps a post at the
Super Desk.
Each title’s Editor-in-Chief is responsible
for their brand’s content on all platforms. The

Grupo Nación’s
8 business units
GN Medios: responsible for the group’s media
businesses, editorial, audience and advertising sales
GN Impresión: printing services for the Group and third parties
GN Distribución: distribution services for the Group and third parties
GN Digital: develops new digital businesses, primarily e-commerce
Business Services: provides administrative support to all business units
Bliss Entretenimiento: event organization originating with motor sports
and extending to arts, exhibitions and festivals
Sabores: multiplatform operation focused on gastronomy
with a monthly magazine, television program, website
and events department
Talamanca Verde: distribution of promotional
products across the group’s media holdings
and other channels of which
Grupo Nación holds 33%
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GN Distribución: distribution services for the Group and third parties
GN Digital: develops new digital businesses, primarily e-commerce
Business Services: provides administrative support to all business units
Bliss Entretenimiento: event organization originating with motor sports
and extending to arts, exhibitions and festivals
Sabores: multiplatform operation focused on gastronomy
with a monthly magazine, television program, website
and events department
Talamanca Verde: distribution of promotional
products across the group’s media holdings
and other channels of which
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SUPERDESK
Is surrounded by six content desks:
• Public Life (World, Country and
Politics, Education, Science, Tech.)
• Leisure: (Events, Culture, Art and
Literature, Television and Trends)
• Business
• Sports
• Magazines and Supplements
(Magazines, journalistic and
commercial supplements and
editorial products for distribution
with all of the Group’s and standalone s titles)
• Popular Journalism (content for
La Teja not covered by other desks)

New
Developments
During its transformation, Grupo Nación developed
a number of new products:
• Relaunch of websites for La Nación and El Financiero
• Creation of the tabloid radio program Q’Teja
• Transformation of Al Día, once a hybrid of tabloid
and sport news, into a newspaper and website purely
dedicated to sport
• Yuplón: a daily deals site
• Fussio: a website design agency
• T-encuentro: a dating site
• ZIMP: a mobile payment and money transfer system
• La Boletería: ticket sales website

Digital Editor shares responsibility for all the
Group’s digital media with Editors-in-Chief
and manages the business units Radar, Echo
and Development (more below), while the PGA
manages teams of design, photography, videography, info-graphics and illustration for all of
the group’s titles.
With a Desk Chief at its head, each desk produces content on a specific area for all of the
Group’s titles and is populated by the journalists that cover the respective topics as well as
the topic editors of each title. Desk Chiefs, who
report to the Editor-in-Chief, ensure the efficient production of content and supervise the
journalists for all brands and platforms while
Deputy Editors-in-Chief report to the Editorsin-Chief of their respective titles for the smooth
production of content across all titles and platforms.
The workflows defined in the Newsroom
Management Model incorporate visual journalism into the entire content production process.
Graphic journalists are distributed throughout the newsroom to promote collaboration
with beat reporters. For radio and television,
although all journalists contribute content to
these platforms, each has a technical team as
well as editorial coordinators.
The six desks are complemented by two side
desks: the Intelligence and Data Desk, which
produces data journalism for all brands, and
the Opinion Desk, populated by journalists that
write exclusively for one title.
The Digital Editor manages three additional
units - Radar, Echo and Development - that re-

flect the logic of digital news production.
The Radar team, arranged by topic, scans the
web for news, monitoring a number of sources
and publishing breaking news in real time on all
of the group’s sites. Radar personnel also decipher web analytics and share them with the rest
of the newsroom.
Echo takes care of social. Organized by title,
it posts newsroom content to Grupo Nación’s
Facebook, Twitter, etc. accounts, keeps an eye
on comments and interacts with the audience.
For all that is technological creation and maintenance, the newsroom turns to Development
whose two separate but coordinated teams develop applications for the Group’s CMS as well
as for web, mobile and tablet.
To keep things flowing efficiently, a Newsroom Administration unit provides support
functions including scheduling, training, workflow monitoring and KPI measurement.
THE RESULTS
By the time Grupo Nación’s staff arrived at their
new headquarters, it had tested several features
of the Newsroom Management Model including
the Super Desk, the PGA, Radar and Echo while
gradually incorporating journalists from different newsrooms together through the creation of
preliminary content desks. Journalists became
used to not having fixed work posts, a feature of
the new newsroom, and grew accustomed to a
common editorial calendar that shows the planning, assignments and segmentation of content
production for all titles and platforms.
These tests were crucial to the smooth launch

of the new, universal newsroom, which, at
4,300 square-meters and $5.3 million dollars
in investment, took over a year to construct.
From large and small screens projecting breaking news and newsroom analytics for the whole
newsroom to posts equipped with dual monitors, and from an architecture optimized for
acoustic and environmental conditions to a
brand new digital CMS that integrates with its
print editorial system, Grupo Nación has constructed a state-of-the-art multimedia newsroom facility that rivals the world’s best.
Evaluating the results of the transition, Jiménez announced that “Today, with the same staff
numbers, we produce more content, work more
in real-time and distribute our material via more
channels. Our newsroom’s productivity has increased substantially while, at the same time,
we are better prepared to adapt our responsibilities to the digital-first focus that will satisfy the
increasing demands of our audiences.”

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Culture Change

More than anything, integrating a newsroom is a
change of culture that forces us to stop looking inwards and to focus on how the audience consumes
content. A participative process, not a democratic one, facilitates and accelerates the buy-in and implementation of new rules and work methods. Top
editorial management must be fully on board: strong
leadership is obligatory for the success of such substantial transformation.
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The January 2014 decision by Ezra Klein, a 29-year-old journalist
specializing in explanatory political journalism, to leave the
illustrious Washington Post for the lesser-known Vox Media, sparked
considerable debate in the news industry.

K

lein, who ran the 4m-unique-users per
month Wonkblog, had asked the Post for
an eight-figure sum to launch a business
within the paper, and on being refused, decided
to take his ideas elsewhere, along with two other Post journalists who worked with him.
Less than three months later, Klein, his Post
colleague Melissa Bell, and Slate columnist Matt
Yglesias, launched vox.com to deliver context
alongside new information to help the public
better understand the news.
Presumably, Vox has granted Klein more freedom and greater potential to grow his business
in the way he wants. In growing this business,
however, he will not have the power of an established, highly-respected journalistic brand behind him. But does this power matter anymore?
Have legacy publishers lost their luster in the
eyes of the best and brightest journalists?
If the events of 2013 are any indication, the
answer is tilting towards “Yes”.
The Exodus
Klein is just one example in a series of US journalists who are cutting their associations with
traditional news organizations to strike out alone
or in partnership with digital brands whose primary expertise is not necessarily news. As Columbia University’s Emily Bell pointed out in a
Guardian article, the current movement among
the star journalists is reminiscent of that of
sports stars during a transfer window.
Andrew Sullivan left The Daily Beast/Newsweek at the start of 2013 and set up his own
subscription-funded site, The Dish, betting on
having enough loyal readers who would be prepared to pay the modest sum of $20 a year to
sustain his writing, along with a small team. He
hoped to reach a total of $900,000 - his edito-

rial budget at his former employer - to support
the site for a year, and by January 2014 had come
very close, collecting $875,000 from subscription and ad revenues.
His relative success hasn’t inspired anyone
else to follow him down the totally independent road, yet: other journalists who have left
their parent companies have tended to find new
adoptive parents.
In July 2013, statistician Nate Silver, who made
his name by accurately predicting the outcome
of the 2008 and 2012 US Presidential Elections
through his fivethirtyeight blog, jumped ship
from The New York Times, which had featured
fivethirtyeight for almost three years, for ESPN,
a television sports network, which relaunched
Silver’s brainchild in March 2014.
The Times lost another big-name journalist
several months later when tech columnist David Pogue left for web portal Yahoo!, launching its consumer tech site, Yahoo! Tech in Jan-
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uary 2014. Announcing his move, Pogue, who
worked at the Times for thirteen years, wrote of
his admiration for the paper and his belief that
it will always be necessary and important, but
described Yahoo as “young, revitalized, aggressive – and under Marissa Mayer’s leadership, razor-focused.”
Having firmly established himself as a household name after leading The Guardian’s reporting on the Edward Snowden revelations, Glenn
Greenwald launched The Intercept, with eBayfounder and philanthropist Pierre Omidyar and
his new venture, First Look Media (see page 30).
Meanwhile, media and tech journalists Walt
Mossberg and Kara Swisher, whose popular
tech site AllThingsD had been a fully-owned
subsidiary of Dow Jones and part of The Wall
Street Journal’s digital network, took their team
and moved on from the financial publisher to
launch their own site, Re/code, in partnership
with NBC.
Technology makes stars of journalists
This trend has been enabled partly by the fact
that news production has changed the relationship between news organizations and their readers. The one-to-many transmission approach of
print and broadcast media has evolved into an
online dialogue. Journalists frequently have a
chance to write blog posts with their own voice
rather than that of their publication, and readers can interact with their favorite (or most-hated) journalists via comment threads on articles,
or via social media.
This is where the power of personality plays
a significant role: most people prefer to interact with individuals rather that with faceless
brands. Social media is meant to be social, after all. Far more than in the past, readers can
feel a sense of getting to know the journalists

whose work they read, and subsequently, journalists have a chance to build their own personal brands.
Online reading habits in turn favor the construction of journalists’ individual brands. Increasingly fewer people visit news organization directly via their homepage while more
and more tend to start at the niche sites or social media feeds that echo their areas of interest (and which can be a significant entry point
to news sites).
Star journalists have huge numbers of followers on social media: for example David Pogue
tweets to more than 1.5m followers, and shares
updates with 366,000 Facebook fans, who are
all now potential readers of Yahoo! Tech. Kara
Swisher’s close to 1m Twitter followers are likely to follow her, too, no matter for whom she is
working.
The availability of venture capital funding
and an environment where entrepreneurship
is thriving is also a factor in encouraging the
stars to jump ship, and one that probably explains why this trend is more common in the US
than elsewhere. David Carr, writing in The New
York Times, points out that it’s not yet clear
whether growth in digital news sites is a “bubble or a business on the make,” but sites such
as BuzzFeed or Business Insider are growing in
size and revenue and there is a widespread perception that there is potential to make money from online news, if you can find the right
model.
Klein’s announcement of his new venture offers some explanation for his decision. The web

Journalists have a
chance to build their
own brands
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doesn’t come with the limits that print had, but
“the software newsrooms have adopted in the
digital age has too often reinforced a workflow
built around the old medium.” He wants to fix
the news, creating a “site that’s as good at explaining the world as it is at reporting on it,”
while “reinventing newsroom technology.” He
intends his new venture to be something that
hasn’t been tried before.
This is a crucial point: legacy media don’t innovate as fast and working for a startup-style organization can be far more appealing for ambitious, adventurous and independent journalists.
Nurture stars from the inside
Can star journalists survive and thrive on their
own? What does this trend mean for the publications that are left behind and now find themselves in competition with their former staff?
Do they have to try harder – maybe pay more –
to keep star talent on their team?
Harvard professor Nicco Mele argues in a 2013
book entitled “The End of Big,” that the “radical
connectivity” of the Internet age has started to
bring about “the upheaval of tradition, ‘big’ institutions and the empowerment of upstarts and
renegades.” Writing for Nieman Lab last year,
he called for news organizations to leverage
the people and personalities inside them: organizing around talent. “What if journalists became like your doctor, dentist, or teacher — people who provide a valuable service to you, and
whose name, voice, and personality are more
intimate?” he asks, arguing for a reimagining of
the news organization which would see branded journalists as the key asset.
Northwestern professor Dan Kennedy, also
writing in Nieman Lab, made a similar argument for news organizations to become a “network of related projects, sharing a brand and to
some extent a mission but operating semi-independently.”
Mele and Kennedy may offer a vision of
newspapers’ de-centralised future. However, it
is clear that strong institutions with a long pedigree are still valuable. For example, the success of the Economist at increasing its readership and digital revenue in a difficult market
shows the potential power of a highly respected brand: Economist articles don’t have bylines,
hence strengthening the idea of a united voice
of the publication.
Another factor is that, as Michael Hiltzik noted in Los Angeles Times, “aggressive investigative journalism often requires strong and confident institutional support” and this is something

Strong
institutions
with a long
pedigree
remain trusted
sources of
information

that journalists setting out on their own do not
have, and which even those who are backed by
big media companies might lack. Support on
difficult stories requires determined will based
on a fundamental belief in the power of journalism, and strength, which often relies on a respected household name. Pierre Omidyar, for
example, might offer this to his new venture,
but it is not guaranteed in the same way that it is
at a traditional newspaper.
Striking out alone therefore seems to be more
suited to some types of journalism than others: that based around expertise and commentary rather than deep investigative projects that
might take months to show results.
It’s also not possible for most, only for the
elite: Klein and several of the others who are
jumping ship have made their names with the
help of frequent TV appearances.

INNOVATION’S TAKE

The title won’t always make the star
So far, big news organizations such as the Washington Post or The New York Times don’t seem to
be suffering too much from their losses. Shortly after Klein’s decision, the Post, in its first major announcement under new owner Jeff Bezos (see
page 16), said it was investing in new hires, including politics reporters and data visualization specialists, while creating a breaking news desk, launching
several digital initiatives and expanding its Sunday
magazine. Like successful journalists before them,
the Post’s new hires will likely use the venerable title
as a launching pad to build their own reputation.
But the time when a generation of star journalists
emerges from seemingly nowhere may not be far off.
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Nothing like it has ever happened before: a billionaire pledging $250
million of his own money to create a news organization and putting
an aggressive political dissenter/press critic in charge.

T

he billionaire is Pierre Omidyar, founder
of eBay. The dissenter, Glenn Greenwald,
is an attorney turned journalist. He is best
known for his reporting on the explosive National Security Agency (NSA) files given him by
Edward Snowden.
Greenwald’s writing has an edge to it; he
seems contentious, easily offended and ready to
pounce, but also persistent, independent, and
very bright - so bright that he and his colleague,
Laura Poitras, who has also joined Omidyar,
helped The Guardian bring home the 2014 Pulizter Prize for Public Service.
Thus the new product, First Look Media, is
not only one of the most ambitious news ventures in memory, it’s also one of the most fas-

cinating – likely to be iconoclastic and rich in
news. As an old editor, I have a few assignments
I’d like this promising new group to consider.
DigitAl mAgAzines for
inDepenDent JournAlism
Omidyar, who had contemplated buying the
Washington Post before Jeff Bezos of Amazon
purchased it, announced in October 2013 that
he had opted instead for “something entirely new, built from the ground up.” The venture,
according to the inaugural blog post written by
Omidyar, would “cover general interest news,
with a core mission around supporting and empowering independent journalists across many
sectors and beats.”
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Nothing like it has ever happened before: a billionaire pledging $250
million of his own money to create a news organization and putting
an aggressive political dissenter/press critic in charge.

T

he billionaire is Pierre Omidyar, founder
of eBay. The dissenter, Glenn Greenwald,
is an attorney turned journalist. He is best
known for his reporting on the explosive National Security Agency (NSA) files given him by
Edward Snowden.
Greenwald’s writing has an edge to it; he
seems contentious, easily offended and ready to
pounce, but also persistent, independent, and
very bright - so bright that he and his colleague,
Laura Poitras, who has also joined Omidyar,
helped The Guardian bring home the 2014 Pulizter Prize for Public Service.
Thus the new product, First Look Media, is
not only one of the most ambitious news ventures in memory, it’s also one of the most fas-

cinating – likely to be iconoclastic and rich in
news. As an old editor, I have a few assignments
I’d like this promising new group to consider.
DigitAl mAgAzines for
inDepenDent JournAlism
Omidyar, who had contemplated buying the
Washington Post before Jeff Bezos of Amazon
purchased it, announced in October 2013 that
he had opted instead for “something entirely new, built from the ground up.” The venture,
according to the inaugural blog post written by
Omidyar, would “cover general interest news,
with a core mission around supporting and empowering independent journalists across many
sectors and beats.”
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To achieve this, First Look announced that it
would publish an array of topic-specific digital magazines on “a wide range of issues involving government and corporate accountability.” The initial publication, titled The Intercept,
launched in February 2014 and, at least in its
early months, its reporting was mostly drawn
from Snowden’s NSA leaks.
The Intercept has vowed to publish primary source documents, welcomed reader comments and began soliciting experts to contribute their knowledge. Greenwald also planned to
raze the traditional newsroom hierarchy by putting journalists and editors at the same level including having “journalists to help to hire editors” and an end to editors being “bosses and
obstacles to being published.”
While part of Omidyar’s financing is dedicated to building journalism platform technologies, The Intercept unpretentiously launched on
a Wordpress template in order to get things off
the ground quickly.
When asked by The New York Times if he
thought “serious journalism can pay,” Omidyar
replied, “I think on its own, probably not… There
will always be a core of readers willing to support that work, but it is a tiny, tiny percentage of
broader society.” Obviously, this viewpoint did
not deter Omidyar who wanted First Look “to
work on how we get a general-interest audience
to become engaged citizenry.”
I asked Charles Lewis, a longtime leader in
American and international nonprofit investigative journalism, about the new venture. In an
email, Lewis, some of whose projects have received financial support from Omidyar, marveled at First Look’s scale and reach. He noted that the combined annual budget of the
three largest American nonprofit investigative
news organizations comes to $20 million, while
“Pierre Omidyar has committed $250 million

PLAYERS

to this new venture (much of which will not
be spent on investigative reporting but a wide
range of other subject matter and content), with
the unstated potential for more. And what he
will be able to construct online will utilize the
latest state-of-the-art technology and innovations that are possible, including all of the latest
audience optimization techniques, etc.”
Lewis continued, “The potential here is enormous. The challenge (there are many) is to fully realize that potential, and the logistical and
the management-related issues are substantial
– but certainly not insurmountable.”
UNCOVERED BEATS
At the time of publication, First Look’s website
listed general subject matter such as Sports, Entertainment and Science as those that it would
eventually cover. In February, the fledgling media house hired Rolling Stone journalist and
New York Times best-selling author, Matt Taibbi, to lead a digital magazine of his own. Taibbi’s
award-winning reporting on the Occupy Wall
Street movement and most recent book about
“American injustice in the age of the wealth
gap” that hit the shelves in April 2014 is likely a
forecast of what’s to come.
As for the assignments I’d like Omidyar’s
group to consider, I trust they already plan to
take up climate change, poverty, corporate
crime and excesses and things like that. Here
are a few suggestions perhaps a little less obvious but very much needed:
Create a Supreme Court Justices beat
Lots of unexplored territory here. Did life improve materially for the families of the Justices
who appointed George W. Bush as president, for
example? Is Clarence Thomas still taking gifts
that, were he a judge in a lower court, could get
him in deep trouble? If Samuel Alito continues

First Look Media is not only one
of the most ambitious news ventures in recent memory,
but also one of the most fascinating
INNOVATIONS IN NEWSPAPERS 2014

FIRST LOOK MEDIA FACTS
Pierre Omidyar, founder of eBay fame and one of Silicon Valley’s most prolific philanthropists, launched First Look
Media in October 2013 to “reimagine journalism for the digital age.” Pledging $250 million, Omidyar set out to develop
a portfolio of “digital magazines.” The first digital magazine, The Intercept, launched in February 2014 with Glenn
Greenwald of Edward Snowden/NSA fame at its helm with future hires and titles to follow.

to raise funds for right-wing groups, shouldn’t
that be reported? Perhaps the worst feature of
The Intercept to date its incessant, unrelieved
criticism of President Obama, a consequence of
so much reporting drawn from NSA files with
just about no focus on the stonewalling, often
hateful opponents of Obama. Regular reporting
on Chief Justice Roberts and the other corporate-tilting Justices could start to provide a little balance.
Next time there’s a war please attend it
Only handfuls of American reporters covered
the Afghanistan war at any given time; it got
barely any TV coverage week by week and year
by year. Better still, why wait? This is a crucial
moment in South Asia. The Intercept could be
one of the few American news organizations to
do substantive, original reporting there.
Create beats or at least maintain regular coverage
of dissent and protest in America
Voting rights and voter repression; the criminal justice system (Taibbi’s hire and that of editor Lilliana Segura are a promising start here);
life for military veterans; labor; community colleges, the Koch brothers (who have talked about
starting or acquiring their own media organization); oil and gas; inequality, money.

And consider bringing aboard leading journalists in
many countries, as some other online investigative
news organizations do
There are gifted reporters everywhere; they are
easy to find and some, no doubt, are ready and
eager.
By now hundreds of journalists must be getting in touch with ideas and resumes. In time,
students also will take note. For a while, back in
the Watergate era, American journalism schools
became vastly overcrowded because reporting the news was seen as decent, honest work.
Pierre Omidyar, with his enormous surprise
venture could make that happen again.

INNOVATION’S TAKE

Reviving journalism for the digital age
Hard news is alive and well. But it certainly takes a
significant investment. At INNOVATION, we believe
that quality invstigative journalism can thrive on
its own. Although Omidyar indicates differently, his
$250 million pledge provides some of the world’s
most renowned journalists with the opportunity not
just to perform their craft but also to expermient
with the business models that will re-establish journalism’s long-term viability.
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AXEL SPRINGER
GOES TO SILICON
VALLEY

“Find a new way to fuck up.”
That’s the first advice that I received during my 10-month stay in Silicon Valley, the first in a string of advice that has completely changed
my way of approaching publishing.
INNOVATIONS IN NEWSPAPERS 2014
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hat Joe Schoendorf, a veteran of the famous VC firm Accel, was trying to tell
me in more polite terms was, “Fail often, fail fast - and then do it better!”
The passion to try things out is the real secret
of Silicon Valley. It’s a place where failure is a
precondition for success and a place that generates a passion for experimentation.
In Germany and much of Europe, new technologies are perceived as a threat, a perception
even more pronounced in the media industry.
To change this perception is a monumental challenge for publishers. So how do you persuade
your naturally cautious employees to adopt the
more risky SV slogan, “The only way to do it is
to do it?” To start, let’s explore what I learned in
California more deeply.
siliCon vAlley’s DnA
“Silicon Valley is like Florence during the Renaissance,” proclaims Xavier Damman, CEO

and Founder of the innovative digital publishing
startup Storify. And from what I saw, the region
has certainly undergone a rapid rebirth from
the dotcom bust. If measuring by technological development, the Valley is at least two years
ahead of Europe and one year ahead of the rest
of the US.
So, which genes in the Valley’s DNA make it
so innovative?
Firstly, as mentioned above, it’s the willingness to take risks and learn from your failures, a
phenomenon not naturally present in conservative European cultures.
Secondly, it’s the speed. One to three months
is a lifetime in the Silicon Valley. Nobody asks for
perfection. Google launches each product long
before it’s really finished: CEO Larry Page functions on the principle that “Only the user can
tell us what 100% looks like.”
Then there’s the competition. Ben Smith, CEO
of Wanderful Media, told me that “there are
about 10 million people in the Bay Area and 1
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in the user’s immediate vicinity. We decided to
develop it as soon as possible. In three months
we developed the app, called Last Minute Local, with a foreign team and launched it in Berlin with no official announcement, no detailed
concept and no steering committee - just an optimistic team. The results were very encouraging. Within one week we reached more than
1,000 users and made €18,000, all without any
marketing.
Competition BILD is primarily sold at the
newsstand. This is a problem for us because it
doesn’t allow us to know our customers and
their preferences. In the digital world, however,
we use tools like Heatmap or Webtrekk, which
measure live traffic on BILD.de. We trace the
performance of products and optimize
the structure of our website accordingly. A change in a headline or image can increase
or decrease the number
of clicks; we can track
these changes immediately. This real-time
analysis and the immediate reaction it allows us has provided a
crucial advantage over
the competition.

In the Valley,
nobody cares if
you are pretty, rich
or athletic: tech
entrepreneurs
are the new
rockstars!

Grafting Silicon Valley genes
to your newspaper’s DNA
Risk-taking BILD is the most famous media
brand in Germany. But we have never taken the
risk to launch fast, innovative, or even half-finished products. Errors were forbidden.
Now, we work in BILD-Beta. Our approach to
our work is now more agile, more aggressive,
and more open to failure. We’re trying to make
this approach penetrate every aspect of our organization, right down to human resources. For
example, a 33 year-old former chief reporter
with no management experience is now BILD.
de’s editor. Why? Because he can!
Speed One of the ideas we came up with while
in the Valley was an app that finds special offers

Cooperation We are reorganizing our channels so
that product managers and
editors work more closely together - only as a team can we produce the
best product. Every journalistic decision now
requires a technical and financial dimension.
In an ideal situation, each of our departments
works like a small startup.
Cost Classic journalism is not the only form of
quality content. Experts in our audience also
provide a knowledge that ranks just as highly.
By weaving this knowledge along with the fervor and perspective of our fans together with
our professional research we can create entirely new products to reach unsuspected depths and at a much lower cost. Vox Media is a very
good example for this kind of journalism - it is
brilliant content of semi-professionals. We are
seeking ways to cooperate with like platforms.
Proximity Our new approach to proximity
comes in two forms: internally and externally.
Internally, we have redesigned our newsroom
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million believe they have the next big idea.”
Next, there’s the seemingly contradictory but,
in reality, the complementary gene of cooperation. People in the Valley help each other as a
strategic act of generosity. Their logic tells them
that by helping others they’ll all get to the best
ideas a lot quicker.
The cost of starting a tech company has also
decreased one hundred times over the past decade which has helped entrepreneurship become a social currency in the Valley. Nobody
cares if you are pretty, rich or athletic: tech entrepreneurs are the new rockstars!
Finally, proximity is a key gene in the sequence. Even in a digitized world you can’t substitute neighborhood. You find Google next to
Apple, Facebook, Evernote, Stanford, Berkeley
and 10,000 start-ups. And within this
proximity comes a whole lot of
money: entire streets such as
“Money Hill” are populated
by the finest banks, VCs
and Swedish pension
fund analysts, all with
the same goal: to find
“the next big thing.”
What does this DNA
mean for the media industry? While
in Silicon Valley I experienced
first-hand
how the digital revolution is changing the fundamentals of our business much
more quickly than anyone anticipated. I took that experience home, back
to BILD.

with proximity at the forefront of our strategy.
Traditionally, BILD’s newsroom was very centralized. But today’s reality is that an editor may
be able to control a newspaper section with 16
pages, but not a website with 500, 600, 700 articles in real-time.
I have learned to trust more in my editorial team. Department heads, who used to spend
several hours per day with the chief editorial
team, spend a mere 30-minutes in centralized
editorial meetings and much more direct time
with their staff. Responsibilities have been decentralized and there is more onus on each department to perform.
To achieve this, the departments and all of
their major functions have been bundled by location - all separation has been removed.
To maximize the impact of our stories, journalists, graphic designers, storytellers, video,
SEO, traffic management, etc., must all work together.
To do so, they now all sit together where previously, only journalists sat.
Externally, we have realized the need for proximity with the brightest minds, the best teams
and the best ideas from outside the newsroom.

For this, we have founded the Axel Springer Plug
& Play, a Berlin-based accelerator that looks for
trail-blazing digital entrepreneurs. This direct
access to the best and the brightest creates new
impulses for BILD and can do the same for your
newspaper.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Kai is right

Knowledge is power and a major source of knowledge comes from one-on-one’s with those taking
the risks to change the way their firms and their industries work. If you don’t have ten months to spend
in Silicon Valley, attend conferences, talk with people
in industries that complement your objectives, and
stay abreast of all of the latest trends and strategies
through daily reading. Make your Chief Technology
Officer a source of new storytelling ideas and make
sure that the tech team works with your newsroom, not for it. Only through regular exposure to innovations will you be able to transform your working practices and set the digital objectives you need
to succeed.
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“I am more bullish about the future of the news industry over the
next 20 years than almost anyone I know. You are going to see it
grow 10x to 100x from where it is today.”
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ome outlandish multiples to be sure. But
when a Silicon Valley Super-VC like Marc
Andreessen, who wrote these words in
March 2014, speaks, people listen. Indeed, venture capitalists vying for their slice of the next
successful business model poured cash into
news startups in 2013. But what will those business models be? What are the innovations that
make for a successful news startup? We profile
some emerging business models and their startup manifestations to which publishers should
pay attention.

De Correspondent

decorrespondent.nl
As of March 2014, De Correspondent had an editorial
staff of eight full-time contributing, assistant, and
photo/graphics editors; a network of eighteen contributing correspondents; a subscriber base of 30,000 and
counting; and a physical home in the offices of A-Lab
(photo above with Rob Wijnberg, Founder), a former Shell
laboratory on the shores of the river IJ in Amsterdam

Topic niches: stick to a beat
and readers will follow
De Correspondent
Rob Wijnberg found himself unemployed. As
Editor-in-Chief of the popular Dutch morning paper, NRC Next, he had steered the paper towards analysis and fact-checking. The paper’s parent company wanted to move towards
a “newsier” format. Wijnberg didn’t. So he left.
Next step? To do what he did best… on his own
terms.

In grandiose fashion, Wijnberg, appearing
on Holland’s most popular talk show, called on
viewers to fund a new publication that he had
in mind: De Correspondent. He asked for 15,000
people to pledge €60 each to begin development
of a technological platform and to build an editorial team. Within 8 days, the crowdfunding
model had attracted the necessary 15,000 contributions. Before the September 2013 launch,
that number had reached 20,000.
At De Correspondent, journalists are “conversation leaders” that control their own niche, or
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“I am more bullish about the future of the news industry over the
next 20 years than almost anyone I know. You are going to see it
grow 10x to 100x from where it is today.”
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“garden”, which include subjects such as surveillance, conflict, migration, child care, and
education. Covering niches allows journalists
to avoid the hype of the real-time news cycle
and focus on “deep-lying structures and longterm developments that powerfully shape our
world.” Broader topics such as sports and politics - traditional news staples - will be added at
a later date but will remain “themes that transcend such classic beats.”
Although niche subjects are important to De
Correspondent and its identity, what really matters is the journalists. “We pick authors instead
of niches,” commented Ernst-Jan Pfauth who
acts as the publication’s Literature Editor and is
also its Co-Founder and Publisher. Correspondents have a “certain obsession” and could be
considered more as “specialists” than as “journalists”.
Perhaps the most innovative aspect of De Correspondent is its interaction with subscribers, to
whom it refers as “members”.
“We believe that readers are experts,” explained Pfauth. Members “follow” the journalists that most interest them, in a similar manner
to the way one would follow people on Twitter.
Correspondents read the comments that
members publish under “contributions” and
highlight the best of them, thus making members an integral part of the site’s content and
helping De Correspondent grow its many “gardens”.
Since only members, who are “curious individuals”, are allowed to post comments, journalists are happy to engage with them, unlike
at many large media outfits where journalists

cannot feasibly respond to the plethora of comments posted under their articles.
The approach seems to be working. As of
March 2014, De Correspondent claimed over
30,000 members that interact with a staff of 8
permanent writers and 18 freelancers.
Capital New York
Just as De Correspondent’s journalists focus on
one vertical and ask readers to pay €60 per year,
the US pure player Capital keeps its eye on the
state of New York, but asks readers to pay almost
100x as much as De Correspondent.
How can a news publication possibly charge
$6,000 per year? The answer lies in its niche.
In September 2013, Allbritton Communications, publisher of the highly successful pure
player, Politico, which upended Washington
D.C. political coverage at its launch in 2007,
bought Capital New York to do the same to Albany and New York City as Politico did to D.C.
Capital, launched in 2010 by two former New
York Observer editors, labels itself a “publication
for and about the people and institutions that
shape New York, delivering fast, original, essential analysis and reporting on city and state politics and the media industry.”
Capital announced its $5,990 per year access
fee in January 2014, copying Politico, which offers a $5,000 Politico Pro product aimed at politicians and lobbyists in DC. With over 6,000
lobbyists in New York State, not to mention New
York City politicians and the tens of thousands
of employees in media and advertising, Capital
Pro’s audience is similar to Politico’s.
With its investment, Allbritton planned to in-
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crease Capital’s staff four-fold to add to the eight
employees the site had at the time of purchase.

Audience niches: find your target
and the content will follow
As the average age of readership at legacy news
titles creeps slowly upwards, a slew of digitalfirst publications catering to younger tastes and
habits have entered the fray in recent years. USbased OZY and the Swiss watson are 2014’s versions to watch.
OZY Media
OZY feeds the “change generation”, a demographic that founder Carlos Watson described
to Business Insider as “incredibly curious” that
wants to “peek up ahead”. Watson has adapted several of the characteristics of his previously closed news startup, The Stimulist, which
he closed after less than a year of operation in
2009, to bring readers “the new and the next”.
Like De Correspondent, OZY’s purpose is to
remain free of the real-time news cycle, avoiding “giving you the same twenty-five stories everyone else has” to focus on stories that will be
important “months before you’re going to hear
about them in the mainstream press.” For instance, one of the site’s features, “Rising Stars
and Provocateurs”, profiles an individual that
has a growing influence and that one day may
make enough waves to be covered by the mainstream press while the “Fast Forward” section
publishes “compelling new trends and breakthrough thinking in science, technology, business, politics and culture.”

Launched in September 2013, OZY spent over
six months in stealth-mode creating a library of
content, building its platform and developing
partnerships such as its weekly radio program
with National Public Radio.
watson
Like OZY, the Swiss startup watson targets the
“young, mobile, social media-savvy audience.”
Labeling itself as a news portal, watson - pronounced in the English “What’s on?” - serves up
a mixture of breaking news, long reads and entertaining pieces combined with content from
the German title Der Spiegel with which it has
a content partnership. With no paywall, watson
earns revenues through advertising, both banner and native.
watson ’s major distinction from the competition is its interface and design, fueled by a proprietary CMS constantly under development to
provide an optimal experience across all devices.
Mobile is key to the strategy. Founder Hansi
Voigt, the former Editor-in-Chief of 20 Minuten
Online, realized a tectonic shift in the Swiss media ecosystem was occurring as upwards of 80%
of the free paper’s digital audience now comes
from mobile.
When 20 Minuten decided to merge its print
and digital newsrooms, Voigt decided it was
time to leave because even in an integrated
newsroom, “print always wins”. By launching
watson, he freed himself from old media structures at which it “is difficult to innovate” and
was able to focus on the future.
Social media also plays a large role in watson’s
newsroom. “When you used to start as a jour-
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nalist in a newsroom, they used to give you a
megaphone. Now, I’m giving you very big ears to
listen to what the audience is saying,” said Voigt,
who closely follows the evolution of sites such as
Buzzfeed and Upworthy.
At its launch in January 2014, watson had a
staff of 60 including 10 IT staff and 40 journalists, a mixture of 20 Minuten exiles and younger
journalists, “all modern, open-minded people”.

A MOBILE-FIRST MODEL
FOR A MOBILE NEWS WORLD
cir.ca
With 54% of Americans reporting that they got
their news on a mobile device, according to the
State of the News Media 2014 report from the
Pew Center for Journalism, publishers need to
adapt to new consumer habits.
cir.ca set out to improve the reading experience on mobile in two ways: firstly through an
esthetically pleasing reading experience and
secondly - and most importantly - by completely changing the structure of how news is organized and delivered.
Although it is a news application, cir.ca does
not publish articles. “It’s the assumption of most
publishers that news needs to be presented in a
standard, organized format, an assumption that
is an ingrained practice of traditional newsroom
workflows. But, in fact, when you break it down,
you realize that the article is not necessary”, explained David Cohn, cir.ca’s Director of News.
Instead of articles, cir.ca publishes what it
calls “atomic units”, or the elements that nor-

mally provide the meat of an article without
the lede, conclusion, and filler sentences in between. cir.ca emphasizes five atomic units: facts,
quotes, statistics, maps and images. Each unit of
a story is presented on an individual card that
appears as the reader scrolls through the cir.ca
app on their smartphone.
cir.ca effectively transforms the news consumption experience from “reading” individual
articles about a story to “following” a story as it
develops. The startup’s custom-built CMS called
the Knowledge Publishing System (KPS), recognizes how a user has been following a story and
alerts the reader to new atomic unit info. Like
De Correspondent, this model helps to release
cir.ca from the pressures of “always-on” media,
however in a different manner. Whereas De Correspondent’s journalists focus on deep analysis
and reflection on niche topics, cir.ca’s 11-strong
editorial team only updates stories as new facts
arise.
“Traditional media are beholden to the 24hour news cycle. But this is an artificial construct. People aren’t really saying, ‘I want to
watch news for 24 hours’,” said Cohn who used
the example of the March 2014 disappearance of
Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 to prove his point.
As text-based media felt the constant need to
churn out articles that mostly rehashed what
had already been said about the tragedy or television news such as CNN went over the same
facts for hours and days as no new developments occurred, cir.ca only updated its Malaysian Airline story when something new and interesting actually came to light.
“Our model allows our staff to be incredibly
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COMMON CRITERIA
Amongst the examples in this article and their startup
colleagues at other companies, several common criteria
are emerging for successful products:
Funding - a lot of it
De Correspondent: $1.7 million in crowdfunding
OZY: $5.3 million seed round from individual investors
watson: $22m from institutional investors
cir.ca: $3m from business angels
Big-names bring big audiences
De Correspondent: launched by former head of popular
Dutch paper
OZY: the brainchild of a TV news personality and
entrepreneur
watson: launched by the former team at 20 Minuten
Switzerland
cir.ca: editorial led by journalism crowdfunding pioneer
Technology-first
De Correspondent: built a custom CMS it will license
OZY: mobile-first, responsive design by Abacus e-Media
watson: constantly evolving, proprietary CMS
cir.ca: custom-built mobile news CMS it plans to license

efficient,” proclaimed Cohn. ‘We cut out all of
the fluff and don’t have to produce new articles
about the same thing every day.”
cir.ca foresees three different business models
moving forward. Firstly, it may white-label its
KPS technology, renamed “Newsroom” in version 2.0 in the spring of 2014, to other companies that would like to adopt cir.ca’s workflow.
Secondly, it plans to sell advertising in its mobile streams, primarily native advertisements
that complement cir.ca’s content.
Lastly, the startup is constantly building a database of atomic units that it feels will be very
valuable.
Cohn pointed to companies that already index television news, making it easy for the likes
of the satirical news show The Daily Show with
John Stewart to immediately find older clips it
seeks to make its point.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Atomic revolution?

If cir.ca’s atomic units manage to explode the traditional article model, it will certainly not be the only
revolution in news media moving forward. With a
surfeit of ideas, thousands of intelligent journalists out of steady jobs, and venture capitalists opening their wallets to news experiments, we can expect
a constant flow of new startups in coming years. To
ensure the survival of their own companies, publishers should closely follow these developments,
adopt the best strategies and constantly adapt their
organizations to compete with these startups.
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Are newspapers’
tablet efforts
doomed?

T

hose more optimistic might say that a renaissance awaits. To date, many newspapers have only copied their web design and
content for their tablet app while others merely
uploaded the print PDF or InDesign document
to a tablet template. Needless to say, there is a lot
of room for innovation.
But before we innovate, we must start with
the basics, specifically the technology.

Web apps vs. Native apps
A debate continues to rage in the mobile world:
web apps vs. native apps.
Web apps are essentially websites that are
accessed through a mobile device’s browser
through a standard URL and are now primarily
built with HTML5. Native apps are built specifically for a mobile operating system such as Apple’s iOS or Google’s Android and are found in
their respective app stores.
Both have advantages and disadvantages. For
instance, web apps offer flexibility in that a template can be built once and used on all devices,
from desktop to smart phone, and on all operating systems whereas native apps offer a better

experience in that they integrate smoothly with
the features of mobile platforms.
A middle-ground also exists. Called a “hybridapp”, it is downloadable in an app store and can
access device and platform features while at the
same time being built with HTML5 which is
rendered by a browser.
The major difference is that the browser is
embedded in the app.
To put this debate in context for news organizations, let’s look at the stats. Mobile analytics company Flurry released a study in April
2014 showing that mobile apps are far and away
dominating mobile consumption constituting
86% of the average 2 hours and 42 minutes per
day people spent on their mobile devices between January and March 2014. Time spent with
mobile browsers dropped from 20% usage during the same period in 2013 to 14%, demonstrating that apps are increasing their lead over the
mobile web.
But within this 86%, news was the category
with the second-lowest app usage - only 3%. According to the Flurry study, Games 32%), Facebook 17%), and Social Messaging 9.5%) attract
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Depending on who you speak with, newspaper tablet applications
are dead, and never really took off in the first place. Having been a
staple of app store offerings ever since the tablet wave began with
the launch of the iPad in April 2010, newspaper apps compete with
hundreds-of-thousands of apps of various purpose, including over
10,000 news apps on Apple’s Newstand alone.
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the most app consumption. Only Twitter, with
1.5% of total time spent on its app, scored lower than news.
What’s more, the Pew Center for Journalism
reported in March 2014 that news consumption
on mobile browsers is significantly greater than
news consumption on native apps. A study of
the top 26 US news organizations by website
traffic and Facebook shares showed that only
half had built native apps, that only five had
sufficient mobile app usage to qualify for the
study and that for these five, web app usage
outpaced native app consumption by a multiple of at least two.
These data could be due to a number of factors: people simply may not want to consume
news on mobile devices for extended periods of
time; people don’t find mobile content as good
as web content; or the native app experience to
date has been just plain terrible.
Be it one of these audience perceptions or a
combination thereof, there are at least a couple
of major publishers that have made significant
investments in changing them.
La Presse invests big in Native
Canadian publisher La Presse undertook what
is arguably the most ambitious native tablet application by a newspaper publisher to date. Taking the decline in print advertising and circulation as a sign, La Presse began exploring the
potential of tablets as far back as 2011 and spent
two years conducting market surveys, speaking
with advertisers and building the app. On April
18, 2013, it launched La Presse+ as a free app on
the iOS platform.
All told, the publisher spent C$40 million de-

Desktop
is becoming
the new
print

veloping the app (see caption). Many balked at
the seemingly huge sum especially for a free
app. But La Presse President, Guy Crevier, defended the investment both strategically and
with statistics. “We would have had to spend
C$175 million to build a new printing press that
would generate C$100 million in annual print
revenues, revenues that are declining significantly every year. Today, with the launch of La
Presse+, La Presse is a growing business. ”
Growing indeed. A print paper with a weekday circulation of about 200,000, La Presse+
was downloaded over 435,000 times within
a year of launch. Whereas it took the publisher twelve years for its web income to reach 12%
of total income, its free tablet version achieved
25% of total revenues in one year.
Readers love it, averaging 49 minutes per day
when they access the app on weekdays, 79 minutes on Saturdays and 50 minutes on Sundays.
Most importantly for the bottom line, a full 68%
of users appreciate La Presse+’s advertising.
Advertisers are also positive about the app.
During its gestation period, La Presse created
the Ad Lab to test different advertising formats.
This resulted in twenty different ad formats
that La Presse advertisers have at their disposal, meaning they and their agencies can create
their own tablet ads on La Presse+’s technology. Not only has this reinforced relationships
with existing advertisers and increased their ad
spend, but it has also attracted new advertisers.
As for getting the newsroom on board, Crevier said that “La Presse has always had a DNA
of innovation and creativity.” Staff integration
started incrementally with a group of “Super
Users” who approached subjects such as the Canadian national elections by asking themselves,
“How can we cover this on a tablet?” Gradually, other departments joined the Super Users, all
creating their own methods of tablet publishing and sharing their experience with the entire staff.
So far, La Presse has made a significant impact on its audience, its newsroom and its advertisers with the free, native app approach and
will be a case study to follow.
On the Web-app side, another major title has
been making a splash and this time, with paid
content.
Web-apps drive The Financial
Times’ digital subscriptions
Already a globally-recognized print institution with a stellar digital presence, the Financial Times made a big splash in June 2011 with
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C$40m investment breakdown:
C$2 million market research
C$6 million hardware, servers, CAPEX
C$8 million technology suppliers
C$24 La Presse staff salaries

the launch of its web app which earned over
200,000 downloads two weeks after launch. At
the time, the FT explained the move by noting
that Apple did not share sufficient customer information with the paper and that it took 30% of
in-app purchases.
The web-app proved so successful for the FT
that in April 2013 it launched its next iteration,
changing everything from the backend architecture to the design in order for the app to be as
flexible as possible for future innovations. As of
April 2014, the FT claimed “more than 4 million
users” of the app, “way more than we would
have had on Apple.”
FT Labs’ Engineering Manager, Graham
Hinchly, wrote in January 2014 that “the Web
app has proved to be a vital component in moving the FT to a ‘mobile-first approach’.” In an
article for the International News Media Association, Hinchly spoke to the advantages of developing products in-house, appointing someone
responsible within a publishing house to drive a
mobile-first mentality, and making sure that you
consider the app within “the context of a coherent portfolio of digital products, which is the result of having a holistic, long-term strategy.”
At WAN-IFRA’s Digital Media Europe conference in April 2014, Head of Operations Lisa
MacLeod reported that the FT, whose paying
digital subscribers surpassed their print equivalents as far back as mid-2012, had over 60% of
its subscribers arriving to the title through mobile. “Desktop is becoming the new print,” said
MacLeod indicating that the paper’s newsroom

was still “generally gathered around a desktop
product”: many other newsrooms at competing companies are still organized around a print
workflow, not having made the complete transition to a digital news workflow.
For readers, MacLeod said that the FT Web
app’s “static” and “live” versions were a big attraction because they give the best of both
worlds: the live version mimics the features of
the web such as constant updating while the
static version adopts a print concept. “You get
the feeling with print that you can finish things
but you don’t get that with the web,” commented MacLeod.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Print to web, web to tablet

As the evidence suggests, tablet publishing will continue to evolve for years to come. Just as the transition from print to web has not been easy, neither will
the transition from web to tablet be any easier.
Publishers must accept that tablets present different use-cases that require different editorial workflows, different advertising formats and different
mindsets from desktop and print publishing. With
some papers already beginning to attract more than
half of their readers from mobile devices, publishers
must begin to rethink their entire strategy.
Very few have achieved this. If they are to make the
successful transition to a mobile-centric audience,
many more must reshape their operations.
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KEEP YOUR
FRIENDS CLOSE,
AND YOUR ROBOTS
CLOSER
Newspaper publishers have a rocky history with technology.
From installing color printing presses to shifting content production
to digital, newspapers have been poor predictors of how their
audience’s consumption habits would evolve and loath to adapt
to the changing world around them.

N

ow that technology has overturned the
fundamentals of their business model,
publishers are chasing every buzzword,
eager to try whatever is trending in tech news.
Although not every algorithm and gadget will
be applicable to the future of journalism, pub-

lishers are right to try. Here we introduce a few
of those trends that have long-lasting potential.
Glasshole journalism
Already not the most highly appreciated people
on the planet, journalists have now entered the
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ranks of Glassholes, the less-than-endearing
play-on-words for users of Google’s muchhyped wearable technology, Glass.
Google Glass is essentially a thin, curved
stripe of plastic with an embedded, voice-activated virtual display that adds a layer of digital information to users’ everyday lives. Lost?
Just say “Ok, Glass. Get directions,” to pull up
Google Maps. Want to find the best hamburger
in your area? Ask Glass to access Yelp. Want to
take a picture? All you have to do is wink.
With Glass, Google has developed one of the
latest examples of wearable computers that
can be used as news-gathering devices. Dating
back to the late 1990s with sci-fi names such as
“Xybernaut Mobile Assistant IV,” wearable technologies have evolved from clunky, heavy machines to elegant, lightweight gadgets that have
made reporting news live and on-site easy and
intuitive.
I was fortunate enough to test Glass for a few
days in early 2014. The concept definitely holds
promise but there remain several significant obstacles to overcome, battery life topping the list:
with heavy usage Glass can run out of juice in
under an hour.
Although Glass is not yet ready for primetime
- and generally only available to a few thousand
“explorers” - the $1,500 device has already been
used effectively in the field.
Vice journalist, Tim Pool, has used Glass on a
number of assignments, including reports in Istanbul during the Summer 2013 protests. Pool’s
usage of Glass ranged from taking live video of
demonstrations to asking Glass to translate his
English phrases into Turkish so that he could
better communicate. Labeling himself a “mobile first-person journalist”, Pool lauded the
hands-free use of Glass for video news coverage
to The Guardian saying, “I don’t want to stand

filming in front of the water cannon and guys
with Molotovs. I want to show you what it’s like
to be there as best I can, even if that ends with
me running full-speed into a cafe and rubbing
lemons all over my face after being tear-gassed.”
Director Hannah Roodman went a step further with Glass, distributing the headsets to
members of the Jewish Hasidic and West Indian
communities in Brooklyn that were the subject of her 2013 documentary film, Project 2x1.
“(Glass) allows an audience to be in the head of
the person who’s wearing the device,” she told
journalism.co.uk. “It was an experiment of this
kind of intimacy that you get from capturing
life through another person’s eyes”.
Experiments with Glass and image-capturing devices such as GoPro cameras will surely
become more frequent for reporters on the
ground. But what about coverage from a perspective to which most journalists have never
had access - the sky?

Google Glass
allows the audience
to get inside
journalists’
heads
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Journalists high on drones
Next time you’re at a demonstration, a sporting
event, or the site of a natural disaster, look up.
You’re likely to see robots flying through the air.
News organizations are increasingly investing
in drones to cover events from angles never before imaginable. Famously used by the American military for reconnaissance, surveillance
and missile strikes, drones can help journalists

Drones give
you anywhere,
anytime access
to the sky

51

capture live footage that captivates the audience
and enhances reporting. News organizations
from CNN and the BBC to the Associated Press
and The Daily Telegraph have begun using
drones, which can cost as little as $300 and can
be easily purchased from the likes of amazon.
com.
Examples of drone journalism include coverage of the Philippines’ Typhoon Haiyan, where
drones showed details of the damage and found
the bodies of victims, and the winter 2014 UK
floods, during which Daily Telegraph journalist,
Lewis Whyld, said in Buzzfeed that he could “get
into areas that you couldn’t with a helicopter.”
Former Wired Editor-in-Chief and Founder
of drone company 3DRobotics, Chris Anderson, told The New York Times, “What drones
give you is anywhere, anytime access to the sky.
That perspective is something a journalist just
wouldn’t have unless he waited for officials, or
hired a plane.”
But, in what is a potential threat to the spread
of drone journalism, its “anywhere, anytime
access” has attracted the attention of the authorities, some of which are not keen on the
trend. The US Federal Aviation Administration
only allows drone use for hobbyists and told the
Poynter Institute that “if you’re using (drones)
for any sort of commercial purposes, including
journalism, that’s not allowed.” The UK’s Civil
Aviation Authority doesn’t allow drone use
over crowded areas and requires journalists to
pass exams that start at £1,500 to be able to use
drones for professional use.
The concerns of the authorities extend logically to privacy and security reasons. Drones
are already being regularly used by paparazzi
to invade the lives of celebrities and have even
crashed into buildings in densely-populated
areas like Manhattan only to fall on passersby
on the ground. It may take some time for drone
journalism security issues to be completely resolved by governments. But newsrooms are already taking other security steps to avoid infiltration by the authorities.

Reporteurs sans sécurité?
A number of world leaders may have been extremely perturbed by revelations of the extent
of the US National Security Agency’s (NSA)
digital surveillance, but they weren’t the only
ones. Newsrooms also embraced further security measures in order to avoid leaks of sensitive
information and protect anonymous whistleblowers and sources.
One tool newsrooms have adopted is the Tor
online anonymity service. Tor is not completely foolproof, as it has been revealed that both
the NSA and the FBI have had some success in
hacking the Tor browser bundle and Tor webmail, but it does offer a layer of security that
traditional email and consumer-friendly cloud
services cannot.
While Tor can help to keep communications
anonymous, journalists can also consider powerful public-domain encryption services and
should consider keeping at least one computer
offline as all open communications on networked devices are never completely safe.
Newsrooms have also begun to implement
tools that integrate anonymity into their workflow. In the spring of 2013, staff at the New
Yorker became the first to use an “open-source
whistleblower submission system” which has
since come to be known as SecureDrop.
Now managed by the Freedom of the Press
Foundation, SecureDrop offers a way for whistleblowers to anonymously provide documents
and data to investigative journalists via a slightly
complicated system that features a local server,
multiple laptops and flash drives, as well as the
use of the Tor anonymity network.
Titles such as Forbes, ProPublica and The Intercept represent media already using SecureDrop, whose software can be downloaded and
modified by any organization.
In the same way that newsroom developers
can work together to tweak SecureDrop to their
needs, newsroom journalists are increasingly
collaborating on their work and digging for data
in the ether.

Journalists’ heads in the clouds
Cloud computing, the umbrella term for internet-based software and infrastructure services
accessible from anywhere on any connected
device, is already playing a major role in digital newsroom operations. From Google Docs to
Dropbox and Salesforce to Basecamp, journalists use cloud services to exchange, edit and
collaborate on content in real-time. Content
Management Systems are now always online,
allowing journalists to file their reports without
having to call their colleagues with information
or return to the newsroom to type and submit
their story.
More function-specific cloud applications are
becoming staples of journalists’ work. Some of
the most interesting have to do with Data Journalism.
PANDA is one example. Built by the Chicago
Tribune’s newsroom with help from the Knight
Foundation, PANDA allows journalists to quickly upload and search datasets allowing newsrooms to become more efficient by aggregating all of its journalists’ data in one, centralized
place accessible by all. The technology can also
scrape information from public datasets and
sends alerts to reporters whenever something
relevant to their beat happens.
For example, for a story on campaign donations, the San Antonio Express News used
PANDA to access and rapidly analyze all publicly
available donation information to add hard facts
to its story without the hassle of tracking down
and parsing through the relative data by hand.
DocumentCloud is another journalistic tool in
the cloud. Launched in 2009 with a grant from
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Someday,
a computer
could win a
Pulitzer Prize

the Knight News Challenge, DocumentCloud
is a “catalog of primary source documents and
a tool for annotating, organizing and publishing them on the web.” Its technology is capable
of scraping relevant data from primary source
documents - that are often digitized with a
scanner - to make them easily identifiable and
searchable.

With DocumentCloud, journalists at newspapers such as The Guardian and The Washington Post have been easily able to plot dates from
disparate documents on timelines, highlight
and compare key passages, and give their audience deeper information by publishing primary
source documents on their website.
Soon enough, journalists at these papers
might not even be necessary to put these data in
context. A data startup called Narrative Science
has taken the automatic analysis of data to the
next level: its technology writes articles.
Narrative Science’s technology scans datasets
such as financial reports and sports statistics to
produce news stories nearly indistinguishable
from junior copy. “In five years,” co-founder
Kris Hammond told The New York Times, “a
computer program will win a Pulitzer Prize —
and I’ll be damned if it’s not our technology.”
Publications are already using this ambitious
technology to produce some of their more prosaic, functional content. For instance, Forbes

expanded its coverage of publicly-traded companies by having Narrative Science’s Quill
product to analyze those companies’ earnings
reports, automatically transforming the reports’
data into text.
In April 2014, The Guardian announced that
it had been testing a newspaper produced entirely by robots. Smart algorithms that scan
web usage and the social media activity of the
paper’s readers compile a complete editorial
product based on a number of criteria. The experiment labeled #Open001 began distributing
5,000 copies per month primarily targeted at
the media and ad agencies.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Journalists vs. Robots?

Robots haven’t yet won a Pulitzer Prize, but the
technologies cited above are becoming more sophisticated and more powerful. They will increasingly become standard elements in newsroom repertoires and will help journalists create amazing pieces
of work and audiences to understand world events
at a deeper level than previously possible.
Journalists should embrace these tools and welcome their potential. With any luck, robots won’t
completely overtake the newsroom!
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expanded its coverage of publicly-traded companies by having Narrative Science’s Quill
product to analyze those companies’ earnings
reports, automatically transforming the reports’
data into text.
In April 2014, The Guardian announced that
it had been testing a newspaper produced entirely by robots. Smart algorithms that scan
web usage and the social media activity of the
paper’s readers compile a complete editorial
product based on a number of criteria. The experiment labeled #Open001 began distributing
5,000 copies per month primarily targeted at
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INNOVATION’S TAKE
Journalists vs. Robots?

Robots haven’t yet won a Pulitzer Prize, but the
technologies cited above are becoming more sophisticated and more powerful. They will increasingly become standard elements in newsroom repertoires and will help journalists create amazing pieces
of work and audiences to understand world events
at a deeper level than previously possible.
Journalists should embrace these tools and welcome their potential. With any luck, robots won’t
completely overtake the newsroom!
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T

he first example of content created by
brands comes from Forbes Magazine,
which pioneered the concept for traditional publishers in 2010 with the launch of its Brand
Voice platform. Powered by content marketing
technology startup Contently, Brand Voice allows Forbes’ advertisers to create and distribute
their own content within Forbes’ digital ecosystem. The 30 brands that were creating content
through Brand Voice at the time of publication represented an impressive 20% of Forbes’
total 2013 advertising revenues across online
and offline channels. The Washington Post followed Forbes’ lead in the spring of 2013 with the
launch of its BrandConnect offering.
Tech-focused pure player Mashable has led
the charge in sponsored content. Through its
BrandSpeak program, its sales team works with
advertisers to identify keywords and themes
with which the advertisers would like to be associated and integrates those advertisers’ presence onto the pages of articles that have already
been created by Mashable’s newsroom.
Global Post has taken this concept a step further. The international news site signs deals with
advertisers that sponsor topic-specific series. If
the sponsor becomes the subject of an article, it
normally asks Global Post to refrain from adding its logo to that specific article in the series.
At the start of 2014, the trend shifted towards
in-house content production studios. Two of the
biggest newspaper titles in the world - The New
York Times and The Wall Street Journal - established their own brand content departments to
collaborate directly with brands and agencies to
produce quality content distributed via their respective digital channels.
The structure and function of these studios
resemble that of a newsroom. But the fact that
they sit within the advertising department, separate from all other editorial operations, makes
them different. They are a Newsroom Apart. And
they will play a crucial role in generating publisher revenues for the foreseeable future.
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The Newsroom
Apart: building
brand content at
your newspaper

You may love it. You may hate it. You may not even be aware of
it. But whatever your sentiment, you’d better get used to it. Brand
content is here to stay. So, what should you do about it?
Publishers have adopted several approaches to implementing
content created by, sponsored by and paid for by brands.
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A deal with the devil?
“A Faustian Pact.” That’s the phrase that The
Wall Street Journal Managing Editor Gerard
Baker used to describe brand content in a September 2013 speech. A mere seven months later, the Journal published the first brand content
produced by its newly-established Custom Studios department.
Why the sudden change of heart? Baker’s colleague, Head of Global Media Sales Trevor Fellows told Innovation that publishers have the

Brand Content
definitions
As advertising through content evolves, the
terminology can become convoluted. A number of
buzzwords have been used to describe what would
fall under the umbrella of “digital advertorial”.
Although the following definitions are not yet set in
stone and may differ from one person to the next,
they are close to becoming universally accepted:
Content marketing
often used as an umbrella term. The Content
Marketing Institute defines content marketing as
“a marketing technique of creating and distributing
valuable, relevant and consistent content to attract
and acquire a clearly defined audience - with the
objective of driving profitable customer action.”
Native advertising
often viewed as the politically correct term
of “advertorial”. Native Advertising agency
Sharethrough defines it as “a form of paid media
where the ad experience follows the natural form
and function of the user experience in which it is
placed.” Forms of native advertising include Google
AdWords as well as “in-stream” or “in-feed”
advertising which appear in digital information
streams popularized by Twitter and Facebook and
mimicked by digital publishers.
Sponsored Content
can often appear suspicious to readers. Digiday
- “The Authority on Digital Media, Marketing and
Advertising” - defines Sponsored Content as “When
a brand pays a publisher to have its name and/or
message associated with a particular story.” This
model is often accompanied by phrases such as
“Brought to you by”, the brand logo and a disclaimer
notifying the audience that an advertiser has
sponsored the article. Technically, the advertiser has
no influence on editorial, a fact that is written into
the contract between publisher and advertiser.
Brand Content
the least dependent on the news media. Research
firm Forrester defines Brand Content as “content
that is developed or curated by a brand to provide
added consumer value such as entertainment or
education. It is designed to build brand consideration
and affinity, not sell a product or service. It is not a
paid ad, sponsorship or product placement.” The
most cited example is the energy drink Red Bull,
which has built a media and events empire around
all things extreme sports.
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The New York TImes and The
Wall Street Journal have followed
Buzzfeed’s lead and set up inhouse content studios for their
advertisers - a Newsroom Apart

IS DEAD
ability to augment the strategy of advertisers and
that brand content is now a necessary complement to traditional ad formats.
Certainly true. But it could also be the money. eMarketer estimates that sponsored content spend will jump 20.5% from 2013 to 2014 to
$2.29 billion, an upward trend that will continue into 2017 when that spend hits $3.2 billion.
Even if publishers are chasing advertising dollars, most remain adamant that advertisers have
no effect on their editorial. “Paid Posts come
100% from our advertising department,” confirmed New York Times Senior VP for Ad Products and R&D, Michael Zimbalist, a fact repeated
by his colleague at Buzzfeed, GM of Video and
VP of Agency Strategy, Jonathan Perelman, who
“can’t influence editorial in the newsroom.”
But this church/state divide is not always the
case. Swiss pure-player startup watson, for
which brand content is an integral part of its
business model, sends an editor along with its
sales team to advertiser meetings and newsroom
staff are regularly called upon to produce brand
content.
CEO of global advertising agency WPP Martin
Sorrell welcomed native advertising in March
2014 saying “I think those boundaries between
editorial and the business side are breaking
down.” At the same time, he said that transparency is key and “the consumer is not a moron.”
Zimbalist tells publishers to “Be scrupulously clear and super careful about not confusing
your readers as to what comes from editorial
and what comes from brands.”
True to his word, the campaign that the Times
ran with Dell Computer for its January 2014 inaugural brand content was marked as sponsored

Is brand content
a “Faustian Pact”
or a lucrative
new form of digital
advertising?

content through a combination of labeling and
design.
Separate but competing newsrooms?
Brand content may have to be delineated as
such. But it still requires a high level of quality and uniformity with the publisher’s style and
cadence. “The Times has a certain way of telling
a story to an intelligent, global audience. Any
brand that wants to publish content with us
needs to have the same deep, immersive storytelling,” explained Zimbalist who, like Fellows,
admitted that the paper is in the early stages of
developing its brand content offering, a fact that
could have an initial effect on quality.
In March 2014, CEO of content analytics
company Chartbeat, Tony Haile, suggested in
Time Magazine that brand content had not yet
achieved the quality of newsroom editorial.
Haile showed that only 24% of readers scrolled
down a brand content article vs. 71% for regular content and “on a typical article two-thirds
of people exhibit more than 15 seconds of engagement, on native ad content that plummets
to around one-third.”
For its first Paid Posts with Dell, the Times
worked with external freelancers all hired by
Dell’s agency, Group SJR. Ultimately, however,
Zimbalist says that the Times will work with a
mixture of in-house staff and freelancers and
will move towards running community management for their ad partners. “Our goal is to
have a network of domain experts we can tap
into project-to-project.” As of April 2014, Paid
Posts had two full-time editors including a
Managing Editor of Branded Content that leads
the initiative within the advertising department.
Buzzfeed’s 30-strong brand content team employs a mixture of talents including ad creatives,
journalists and artists. “The variety is our secret
sauce,” claimed Perelman.
The team works closely with advertisers and
their agencies to create the most “shareable” stories.It learns what the advertiser is trying to promote and for how long before pitching ideas of
how Buzzfeed can best tell that story for them.
“It’s an iterative process and quite the opposite of an editorial team coming up with ideas,”
commented Perelman.
Although Buzzfeed’s team produces the content, Perelman made it clear that the advertiser pays for media space, not necessarily the content production. In this sense, most of the brand
content produced by Buzzfeed’s staff remains
within Buzzfeed properties. Advertisers are free
to share links through their own sites and via
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social media but all links to the stories lead back
to Buzzfeed’s pages.
This creates a competitive dynamic within
Buzzfeed. “There’s a friendly competition between our brand content and editorial teams to
see who is creating the most shared content,”
added Perelman. “There are often times when
our brand content receives more shares than our
top editorial content.”
Unlike those of Buzzfeed, The Wall Street
Journal advertisers are generally allowed to use
content produced by WSJ Custom Studios for
other purposes. “Advertisers are paying for the
content,” specified Fellows.
Although Fellows feels that Custom Studios
content must maintain the quality expected of
the WSJ newsroom, he also thinks that brand
content creation requires different skills that
makes for different team composition.
“Every piece of copy is checked and verified,”
said Fellows. “But our Custom Studio team has
a different structure from the newsroom, the

big difference being that we have project managers as opposed to editors working alongside
our creatives.”

INNOVATION’S TAKE

What’s your brand content strategy?
As brand content departments develop their processes, teams and offerings, publishers will have to
decide if this strategy best suits their company, their
advertisers and their audience. Dedicated departments have their advantages such as insuring
quality and mimicking a publisher’s editorial style.
But hiring new staff and creating content can also
be expensive when compared with allowing advertisers to publish their own content or sponsor existing content.
Apart from the advantages and disadvantages of
brand content departments, one thing is certain: as
advertisers invest more money in brand content,
publishers will follow in one way or another.
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How big and small
newspapers are
making money
from events

As newspaper publishers have sought new revenue streams in recent
years, many have turned to conferences and events. The American
Newspaper Media Industry Revenue Profile 2012, a report compiled
by the Newspaper Association of America (NAA), found that 46% of
publishing groups in the United States have launched events. At INNOVATION, we predict that more publishers will follow.
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art of publishers’ enthusiasm stems from
their competitive advantages in organizing conferences and events. For one, marketing and promotion costs can make up 30% of
a typical event. Publishers, already the primary
source of promotion in many markets, can market their events at next to no cost. Additionally,
publishers have intimate knowledge of the audience’s interests, well-established links with
the community, strong relationships with potential conference advertisers and sponsors, and
the means of distributing information about the
events.
Conferences and events also have several advantages for publishers.
The first is obvious: revenues. Sponsorships,
ticket sales, renting booths to advertisers and
merchandising all generate income for event organizers.
Secondly, conferences broaden publishers’
content portfolios, allowing them to increase

their engagement with current audiences, capture new audiences, and gather rich data about
their readers and users.
A third advantage comes from an expanded relationship with advertisers. Events enrich
a publisher’s marketing solutions, increase the
share of wallet that publishers have with their
advertisers, and can attract non-traditional clients. The firepower of events and conferences
as marketing solutions goes beyond traditional
sponsorship programs.
They enable advertisers to interact directly with potential clients before, during and after the conference while tailor-made, topic-specific events present advertisers with a content
marketing tool to reach targeted audiences in a
highly-convenient context.
Events are also marketing opportunities for
the newspaper. They allow for branding opportunities as well as a market for new subscription
sales.
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BIG PUBLISHERS, BIG EVENT OPPORTUNITIES
Conferences and events are nothing revolutionary for the news media. For decades, publishers such as the UK’s Financial Times, Italy’s Il
Sole 24 Ore, Spain’s Unidad Editorial, Portugal’s
Cofina, The Wall Street Journal, or Brazil’s RBS,
to cite only a few examples, have developed this
profitable business line.
One of the pioneers is the International Herald Tribune, renamed the International New
York Times in 2013. Originally, the Times’ international edition used events primarily to market
its newspaper. But in 2010, after 30 years of or-

46% of
publishing groups
in the United States
have launched
events

ganizing conferences, the paper took a strategic
decision to transform its conference activities
into a standalone business unit. In 2013, the department put on a dozen conferences in European, Asian and African cities, a number which it
plans to double over the next two years. The star
products of the International New York Times
Conferences are its Luxury and Oil & Money
conferences, whose participant lists represent
the “who’s who” of their respective industries.
The number of participants per conference
varies between 250 and 600 and the registration
fee is between 800 and 2,500 pounds sterling.
With ticket sales and sponsorship, the events are
comfortably profitable.
The New York Times sends some of its top
journalists as panelists at these conferences
with big-name columnists even hosting some
events. For example, Thomas Freidman heads
the Next New World Forum while Andrew Ross
Sorkin hosts the Dealbook conference based on
his eponymous, award-winning blog.
Some publishers are going beyond merely putting their journalists on stage by inviting them
along for a trip with readers. These innovative
media houses, such as Holland’s NRC Handelsblad and National Geographic, organize luxury
cruises for their audiences which include seminars and workshops with newsroom staff and
experts. Luxury cruises have proven lucrative.
Toronto’s Globe and Mail sells more than 500
tickets per year at prices between $5,000 and
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$10,000 per person.
Another profitable model is found at Gruppo 24 Ore, publisher of Il Sole 24 Ore, the Italian financial paper with a daily circulation of
292,000. The group’s Formazione ed Eventi Training and Events - department offers an array of educational classes from Real Estate and
Architecture to Marketing and Business including full-time MBA courses. In 2012, the department generated €23.7 million with an EBITDA
margin of 11.8% from more than 15,000 customers.
LOCAL CONFERENCE SUCCESS
FROM LOCAL PAPERS
Success in the conference and events realm is
not limited to large papers. Regional and local papers can also profit. Journalism Professor at Southern Methodist University, Jake Batsell, found that some publishers are earning up
to 20% of their revenues from events.
The Chattanooga Times Free Press is one of
the best examples. The leading newspaper of the
Tennessee city of the same name took a chance
on events as a means of compensating for a loss
of circulation and advertising revenues. In 2008,
the 72,000 copies-per-day paper established a
Marketing and Events department composed of
four staff. Today, the paper organizes more than
one event per month and brings in over $1 million in annual revenues from ticket sales, exhibitor booths and sponsorship packages.

Highlights of the paper’s annual program are
directed at niche audiences. For example, the
two-day “She, An Expo for Women” attracts
large crowds and more than 150 exhibitors marketing their women´s products such as beauty products, doctor check-ups, cooking classes and fashion. Other niche conferences by the
Times Free Press include “Kidz Expo”, “Life:
Boomers & Seniors Expo”, “Bridal Affair” and
“Enchanted Evening” (specialized in the wedding market) and “Ho Ho”, which takes place
towards the end of November, and opens the
Christmas season by offering the chance to shop
at over 200 stores all concentrated in one place.
The Chattanooga paper’s success spurred interest from publishers around the country that
began calling on the paper to learn from its strategies. The Times Free Press received so many requests that it established the Event Revenue
Summit in November 2013. The 1.5 day event attracted 46 media executives who were shown
how to organize their own events team, who attended the paper’s editorial meetings and were
able to speak one-on-one with Times Free Press
representatives about their experience. Participants paid $949 each to attend.
Another example of local publishers winning
at conferences is The Texas Tribune, a non-profit media organization that promotes civic engagement and discourse on public policy, politics and government in Texas. Founded in 2009,
the Tribune is producing more than sixty con-
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tickets per year at prices between $5,000 and
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$10,000 per person.
Another profitable model is found at Gruppo 24 Ore, publisher of Il Sole 24 Ore, the Italian financial paper with a daily circulation of
292,000. The group’s Formazione ed Eventi Training and Events - department offers an array of educational classes from Real Estate and
Architecture to Marketing and Business including full-time MBA courses. In 2012, the department generated €23.7 million with an EBITDA
margin of 11.8% from more than 15,000 customers.
LOCAL CONFERENCE SUCCESS
FROM LOCAL PAPERS
Success in the conference and events realm is
not limited to large papers. Regional and local papers can also profit. Journalism Professor at Southern Methodist University, Jake Batsell, found that some publishers are earning up
to 20% of their revenues from events.
The Chattanooga Times Free Press is one of
the best examples. The leading newspaper of the
Tennessee city of the same name took a chance
on events as a means of compensating for a loss
of circulation and advertising revenues. In 2008,
the 72,000 copies-per-day paper established a
Marketing and Events department composed of
four staff. Today, the paper organizes more than
one event per month and brings in over $1 million in annual revenues from ticket sales, exhibitor booths and sponsorship packages.

Highlights of the paper’s annual program are
directed at niche audiences. For example, the
two-day “She, An Expo for Women” attracts
large crowds and more than 150 exhibitors marketing their women´s products such as beauty products, doctor check-ups, cooking classes and fashion. Other niche conferences by the
Times Free Press include “Kidz Expo”, “Life:
Boomers & Seniors Expo”, “Bridal Affair” and
“Enchanted Evening” (specialized in the wedding market) and “Ho Ho”, which takes place
towards the end of November, and opens the
Christmas season by offering the chance to shop
at over 200 stores all concentrated in one place.
The Chattanooga paper’s success spurred interest from publishers around the country that
began calling on the paper to learn from its strategies. The Times Free Press received so many requests that it established the Event Revenue
Summit in November 2013. The 1.5 day event attracted 46 media executives who were shown
how to organize their own events team, who attended the paper’s editorial meetings and were
able to speak one-on-one with Times Free Press
representatives about their experience. Participants paid $949 each to attend.
Another example of local publishers winning
at conferences is The Texas Tribune, a non-profit media organization that promotes civic engagement and discourse on public policy, politics and government in Texas. Founded in 2009,
the Tribune is producing more than sixty con-
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ferences, panels and symposiums on topics
such as education, health, transport and energy
per year and earning $1.2 million, or 28% of its
total revenues, for its efforts.
The Tribune’s events take place in different
towns around Texas and are covered on its website, thus increasing exposure for audiences that
could not attend as well as more value for sponsors. Events include the series Trib Live in which
the organization’s journalists conduct live interviews with local newsmakers in front of spectators. The series is sponsored by local businesses
and is streamed on its website, texastribune.org.

Your Events
department
must be
a profit center

INNOVATION’S TAKE
The keys to event success

If you are a publisher interested in developing your
own events activities, here are some invaluable tips:
• Clearly define your Events department as one
that generates revenues and profits and not merely as a marketing tool for your newspaper. For example, financial papers in Europe, such as Germany’s Handelsblatt, the UK’s Financial Times, Italy’s Il
Sole 24 Ore, Spain’s Expansión and Portugal’s Diário
Económico, have taken the conferences they traditionally organized to sell more papers and have
transformed them into profit-centers that now boast
20% margins and in some cases represent more
than one-third of the publishers’ profits.
• Identify audience and content niches in which your
newspaper has strengths and competitive advantages. The Canadian newspaper The Hamilton Spectator, with a daily circulation of 102,000 copies and
one million unique visitors to its website, claims a
loyal following to its Food content. To expand this
franchise and earn additional revenues, the paper
launched Go Cooking in 2005, a series of “gastroentertainment experiences”. Every month, between
150 and 200 people pay $50 to attend.
• Networking and interaction are key to attracting the
audience and should be integrated from the start
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• The success of your events department depends on
your company culture: you have to get buy-in from
your entire company, especially the newsroom. To
begin, nominate a Director of Events to help explain
the benefits and opportunity costs of conferences, as well as their potential to fund journalism. “The
biggest reason for our success… is to make sure you
have company buy-in. There is no way we could pull
off any event… if we did not have everyone across
the company help out, volunteer some of their time
and create a true team effort”, declared Lyndsi Lane,
Marketing Manager for The Chattanooga Times Free
Press on the NAA’s blog.

• Don’t just stick to who you know for sponsorship.
Conferences are a great way to develop new relationships with new advertisers.

• Focus on what you do best and outsource the rest.
The International New York Times Conferences has a
staff of twenty across its New York, London and Paris offices while the Chattanooga Times Free Press
develops its events from its 4-person marketing department. Content definition, speaker selection, promotion and commercialization are all activities that
should be done in-house. Event production and execution can be accomplished with the help of external partners.

• Extend event exposure beyond the stage. Live
streaming and repackaging event videos increases audiences and exposure for sponsors. The Economist’s conference division for one earns more than
50% of its revenues from digital. The creation of
special sections and supplements in the newspaper
based on events can also be developed into a new
revenue stream.

• Create comprehensive packages for sponsors
that include traditional advertising functions such
as branding to opportunities unique to conferences such as interaction with participants, the development of new events and content marketing activities. For example, apart from its conferences, Forbes
produces more than two hundred custom events for
its clients every year including breakfasts, cocktails,
and informative panels.

• Remember that events are not a panacea. They require planning, investment and risk-taking.

• Prepare your team to sell sponsorship packages and attract new business. There is no consensus
about whether sponsorship sales should be the responsibility of the ad desk or a dedicated team. A
middle-ground - one in which advertising teams upsell existing and new advertisers in collaboration
with a dedicated team - is recommended.
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THE DEATH OF THE
OLD HOMEPAGE

As the internet as we know it developed through the 1990s and
early 2000s, newspapers used their website homepages to showcase the day’s stories, not unlike an elaborate table of contents, to
emphasize the most important stories just like an A1, and to point
early internet newshounds towards the content they sought. The
lack of sophisticated search engines, inexistent adoption of hyperlinking and absence of social media meant that homepages were
almost obligatory destinations and the primary access point to
newspapers’ daily content. What a change a few years can bring!

T
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oday we get our news on all different devices from a multitude of platforms: search
engines like Google, social media like Facebook, curation sites such as Upworthy, messaging services like WhatsApp, mobile aggregators
like Flipboard, etc. One thing all of these platforms have in common in terms of news content is that they often send readers to newspaper websites. But unlike in the 1990s and early
2000s, those readers are sent directly to content
pages, bypassing the homepage altogether.
With more readers coming in through the
side door, what is the role of homepages today?
Should newspapers and their front page editors continue to spend time constantly updating
them? Are homepages still relevant?
The Side Door
As so many newsrooms are doing these days,
let’s turn to data for an answer. A study of eleven newsrooms in Spain and Latin America conducted by Innovation showed that even from
one year to the next, access via the homepage
declined, in some cases up to a significant 10%.

On average, these eleven newsrooms witnessed
a 4.8% decline in direct homepage access.
Innovation is not alone in arriving at similar
findings. In January 2011, front-page analytics
provider Visual Revenues found that of 10 billion
article pages viewed on their customers’ sites,
49% originated with a click from the homepage or section homepage. That same quantity of
page-views adapted specifically to traffic from
articles published on the homepage or a section homepage at the time of reading (eliminating the 36% of traffic from archived material not
on the front pages), that figure jumped to 78%.
At the same time of this study, The New York
Times’ then Assistant Managing Editor, Jim
Roberts, announced that between 50 and 60%
of all traffic to nytimes.com came through the
homepage, relatively in-line with the Visual
Revenues stats.
In January 2013, Visual Revenues repeated the
exercise to find that only 55.2% of its customers’
website traffic during the first half of the month
came from content on their homepages or section homes, a decline of over 20% from the same
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period two years prior. As for The New York
Times, the importance of its homepage seems to
be declining somewhat, even with 700k+ digital subscribers. An August 2012 article from The
Nieman Journalism Lab at Harvard University
reported that in March of that same year, 48.6%
of all nytimes.com traffic came through the
homepage. Two years later, in March 2014, the
Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project calculated that The New York Times received 37%
of its traffic from “direct visitors” - defined as
“those who type in the news outlet’s specific address (URL) or have the address bookmarked” a significant decline from Roberts’ estimates of
three years prior.
Search and Social = Pageviews
At the same time, the importance of social and
search appears to be increasing. The 2011 Visual Revenues study found that 7% of its clients’ views of current articles came from search
whereas 6% came from social. Its 2013 equivalent showed an increase to 10.2% and 7.6% respectively. At The New York Times, in March
2012, 17.1% of its traffic came through search
whereas 3.1% came from Facebook and 1% from
Twitter according to Nieman. And Pew found in
the 2012 edition of its annual State of the News
Media Report that a mere 9% of people surveyed
reported getting their news through Facebook
or Twitter “very often”.
As is often the case, the statistics in these studies are all relative and seem to largely depend on
the type of media. An article by the Nieman Lab
reported that 60% of The Wall Street Journal’s
traffic does not come through the homepage
while 6 to 10% comes through social. The web-
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site of The Atlantic Magazine told Nieman that
only 12% of its traffic came from the homepage.
The non-profit, online investigative outfit ProPublica was not certain how much of its traffic
came from its homepage but said that 24% of its
traffic came through search and 9% through social. The Nieman Lab itself announced that only
7% of its traffic came through direct visits. The
Innovation study showed that Latin American
news websites receive significantly more traffic
from social than their Spanish counterparts.
As for pure-players with extremely eye-catching headlines and little actual news content, social is a much bigger driver. The listicle-loving site Buzzfeed reported in August 2012 that
37% of its traffic came from Facebook. And social media-driven traffic sites such as Upworthy
that have taken their cue from Buzzfeed have reported up to 90% of their traffic coming through
Facebook.
Since homepage, social and search traffic differ so much from one publication to the next,
is there any way in which we can gain an accurate perception of the importance or irrelevance
of the homepage? Fortunately, yes, through a
measurement metric that is becoming increasingly important in newsrooms the world over:
engagement.

Homepage = Audience Engagement
In March 2014, the Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project published statistics that could
make publishers think twice about optimizing
their content for search engines and social as opposed to their direct homepage visitors. It found
that no matter what the type of media site, audiences that visited sites directly remained on
those sites about 2.5 times longer per visit, visited over three times per month and viewed over
five times as many pages as those audiences that
arrived via search or social.
Pew also found that even on news sites that
have a higher percentage of visitors from search
or Facebook as opposed to direct traffic, readers
that visit the site directly are more engaged and
more likely to return to the site within the same
month.
Publishers can interpret these statistics according to their strategy. For a site like Buzzfeed
whose goal is to maximize traffic through any
means possible, it may not be necessary to dedicate many resources to homepage upkeep. For
a newspaper website like The New York Times
looking to create a loyal following (and attract paying subscribers), a well-edited and
dynamic homepage is appreciated by the audience.
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Time Magazine’s
Information Stream
makes every “page”
its entire website

Is every page a homepage?
In fact, the Times demonstrated the continued importance of its home and section pages for information hierarchy and organization
in its January 2014 redesign. The homepage and
section pages were the only pages on the new
website that did not implement responsive design, a feature that makes page content adapt to
the modified size of a web browser window or
that automatically fits the screen of any device
- computer, tablet or mobile phone - on which
readers may consume content.
The redesign also simplified the trend to make
“every page a homepage”, a strategy meant to
showcase a paper’s content on every page of the
site and a philosophy that originated with increasing numbers of users entering a newspaper
through the side door. Traditionally, the philosophy has entailed a busy page design with the
main article in one vertical column accompanied by an additional column or columns with
blocks such as “Most Emailed”, “Most Shared” or
“Related Articles” that direct readers to other site
content. Article pages at the Times, however, are
now largely clean with an article in a responsive center column surrounded by substantial
whitespace on either side and few visible references to other NYT content. As a reader scrolls
through an article, a navigation bar remains at
the top including the “hamburger” menu, an
icon that when clicked on displays the Times’
main sections, and a share button that opens a
window with various social methods of spreading the article on the web.
The Times’ “clean page” approach and con-

cisely edited home and section page strategy
differ greatly from many of its peers, especially those outside the US. For instance, Scandinavian and Spanish papers tend to favor very long
home pages which can reach up to five meters
in length. Virginia Perez Alonso, Vice President
of the Spanish free paper 20 Minutos feels that
long homepages work well for increasing timeon-site, page views and advertising real estate.
Many publications still attract a large percentage of their digital advertising revenue through
the homepage. In this case, theoretically, the
more space the better. But as more audience enters through the side door, ad rates will adapt
accordingly. Depending on the type of publication, the trend to make every page a homepage
to keep readers clicking is likely to accelerate although it may change altogether.
The Information Stream
One way in which the “every page as a homepage” strategy is changing is the stream. Inspired
by the likes of Facebook and Twitter on which
users scroll through an algorithm-driven, infinite string of information rather than a humancurated homepage, the news stream is becoming
more common at publishers that are redesigning their digital properties with a responsive design, mobile-first policy.
In March 2014, the American magazine, Time,
redesigned its website acknowledging that “our
data suggest that currently half of you (the audience) are reading this on a smartphone or tablet.” The new layout includes “The Brief”, “a fast
take on the 12 stories you need to know about
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right now, as chosen by Time’s editors” and
the “left side story guide”, an endless, vertical
scroll of headlines on both desktop and mobile
browsers.
But it’s not just the left column that scrolls
forever. Once a user leaves the homepage, time.
com, on which “The Brief” is published, every
article page is actually a stream of articles, again
on both desktop and mobile. In effect, every
page isn’t just a homepage, but rather the whole
website!
As readers scroll down an article page on their
desktop browser, the URL changes as soon as
the next article appears in the window. Time’s
design mirrors that of Quartz, the online publication launched by The Atlantic in 2012 which
was conceived for a mobile-first audience.
Forbes Magazine went mobile-first in January 2014 implementing vertical and horizontal
scrolling on both mobile and desktop browser;
vertical with headlines and horizontal with full
articles. Readers first navigate by scrolling vertically through the headlines. When an article is
tapped on and opened, readers swipe horizontally to access the next article in the stream.
In its redesign, The New York Times opted for
a horizontal scroll on its article pages. Located at
the top of each article page is a stream of headlines that readers can browse by clicking on the
right or left arrows. Navigation from article to
article is similar, with right and left arrows appearing at the margins of the browser window
that when scrolled over reveal the headline of
the article that would appear when clicking on
the arrow.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Design = Strategy

Streams. Social. Search. Subscriptions. Simplicity. Ad sales. For publishers contemplating a redesign
of their digital properties, this is all a lot to consider.
But it goes to show that their design should directly reflect their strategy. If your objective is to maximize pageviews and rely on banner ads to drive revenue, then your web design should be optimized for
search and social with plenty of links towards additional content per page. If you seek a loyal readership against which you can sell high-CPM advertising, then you will likely want your web design to be
clean to provide for the most pleasurable content
consumption experience. In either case, the data
shows your old homepage has declined in importance. It’s up to you to decide what the next generation of homepage will be.
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article page is actually a stream of articles, again
on both desktop and mobile. In effect, every
page isn’t just a homepage, but rather the whole
website!
As readers scroll down an article page on their
desktop browser, the URL changes as soon as
the next article appears in the window. Time’s
design mirrors that of Quartz, the online publication launched by The Atlantic in 2012 which
was conceived for a mobile-first audience.
Forbes Magazine went mobile-first in January 2014 implementing vertical and horizontal
scrolling on both mobile and desktop browser;
vertical with headlines and horizontal with full
articles. Readers first navigate by scrolling vertically through the headlines. When an article is
tapped on and opened, readers swipe horizontally to access the next article in the stream.
In its redesign, The New York Times opted for
a horizontal scroll on its article pages. Located at
the top of each article page is a stream of headlines that readers can browse by clicking on the
right or left arrows. Navigation from article to
article is similar, with right and left arrows appearing at the margins of the browser window
that when scrolled over reveal the headline of
the article that would appear when clicking on
the arrow.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Design = Strategy

Streams. Social. Search. Subscriptions. Simplicity. Ad sales. For publishers contemplating a redesign
of their digital properties, this is all a lot to consider.
But it goes to show that their design should directly reflect their strategy. If your objective is to maximize pageviews and rely on banner ads to drive revenue, then your web design should be optimized for
search and social with plenty of links towards additional content per page. If you seek a loyal readership against which you can sell high-CPM advertising, then you will likely want your web design to be
clean to provide for the most pleasurable content
consumption experience. In either case, the data
shows your old homepage has declined in importance. It’s up to you to decide what the next generation of homepage will be.
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The Anti-Paywall:
Newspapers turn
to memberships
for loyalty and
revenues

“It’s not a paywall. Let me say that again: It’s not a paywall!”
With all the talk of newspapers charging for digital content in recent
years, with all of the mixed results of paywalls, a new trend to get
readers to cough up cash is emerging, one that speaks to the affinity
that readers have with their favorite titles.
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he above quote, written by David Plotz,
Editor of online magazine Slate, announcing the launch of a new offering within this new trend, speaks to the continued expectation of the majority of digital audiences
that content is free. Having come to the consensus that readers won’t pay for its content, Slate
decided to strengthen its relationship with its
“most loyal (and vociferous) fans” by offering
them “extras and opportunities.”
The result was Slate Plus: a membership program. Membership schemes are nothing new.
But their resurgence could prove promising.
Newspaper analyst Ken Doctor, writing in Nieman Journalism Lab, concluded that “Member-

ship - if smartly executed - could produce bigger dividends than current paywalls.”
We can’t yet be sure what that “smart execution” may be, and it will likely vary among
newspapers. Just the same, here are a few ideas
for publishers seeking a means of reinforcing
ties with their core audiences and developing
new revenue streams.
More of you
The most logical step for publishers contemplating membership programs is to expand
upon what the audience knows their titles for
in the first place: their content and the journalists that produce it.
When Slate announced Slate Plus in March
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2014, the site did not plan to start charging
readers to access the free content on which it
had made its name. Its ad-based model, according to Editor Plotz, had made it “growing and
profitable”.
Rather, Slate asked members $5 per month or
$50 per year for “special access” to its columnists, access that included the ability to read
columns before the general public, online discussions with several of the site’s popular pens,
private Q&A sessions, and the option to suggest
directly to columnists the topics and personalities that they should cover.
Another popular publication born on the web,
Talking Points Memo, launched its TPM Prime
product in October 2012 with special access

to “Independent long-form journalism Done
Right”. In addition to regular updates about the
latest political news, “fascinating, beautiful and
thought-provoking long-form journalism” is
published twice per month and paid for by $50
annual TPM Prime memberships.
Print newspaper publishers have also expanded their content offerings for members. Los Angeles Times and The New York Times include
their signature e-Books with their respective
membership packages. The West Coast Times’
e-Book content ranges from repackaging of archive content and original works by staff journalists to cook books and photo essays, whereas its East Coast counterpart publishes TBooks,
“compilations of the best Times reporting on a
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single subject,” of which editors choose two per
month for Premier members.
The New York Times launched its Premier
membership package in April 2014. At $45 for 4
weeks, it was aimed at the paper’s biggest devotees and, apart from TBooks, offered exclusive
access to TimesTalks videos of interviews with
influential people in a variety of industries, “behind-the-scenes” access to the inner workings
of the Times’ newsroom with Times Insider,
family packages that allow two relatives to use
Premier privileges, and special editions of the
Times’ famous crossword puzzles.
At the time of Premier’s launch, the Times
announced that it would continue expanding
the membership program with two new mobile
applications - “one focused on food, the other
on opinion pieces” - in the summer of 2014.
Different audiences.
Different experiences.
As the Times forays into different niche experiences for dedicated audiences, other publications are experimenting with different global
experiences for paying members.
One way to do this is by reducing advertising.
Slate Plus members, for instance, can access the
site’s popular podcasts ad-free and access members-only “bonus content”. TPM Prime members had a welcome surprise in September 2013
when Publisher Josh Marshall announced that
ads served to members would be dramatically
reduced. “It’s not ad-free. It’s ad-lite,” specified
Marshall, whose decision was made possible by
a new publishing platform.
Somewhat counterintuitively, reducing advertisements for paying members does not nec-

Membership if smartly executed could produce bigger
dividends than
current paywalls

essarily mean a drop in advertising revenue. A
December 2013 study by The Online Publisher’s Association (OPA) in the US showed that its
members - including The New York Times , The
Wall Street Journal, and the Financial Times “were having a very successful advertising business while growing their subscription business.”
This is primarily due to the data collected on
subscribers and members which, as OPA President Pam Horan told AdAge, “give them additional insights into readers,” while also permitting for higher rates.
Another means of providing a different experience is through design. The Dallas Morning News (DMN), realizing that its paywall was
not working as well as it had anticipated at its
2011 launch, returned to a free site in October
2013, but offered an enhanced digital user experience for paying subscribers. Where print subscribers could access this new version as part of
their subscription, digital subscribers could pay
$2.99 per week for improved design and navigation, limited advertising and, similar to the
membership models described above, unique
subscriber benefits.
The “Two-Site Strategy”
DMN’s strategy was labeled the “two-look”
strategy by the Nieman Lab at Harvard University. But perhaps the clearest way to distinguish
your free digital audience from your members
is to divide your website content, a so-called
“two-site strategy” that dates back to the Boston
Globe’s 2011 launch of bostonglobe.com.
Boston’s most-widely circulated metro paper
had maintained the regional portal boston.com,
a site that included Globe journalism as well as
local information, for many years. The decision
to launch a new site was originally made in order to protect print subscriptions, as its content
was only available to print subscribers.
The primary distinction between the two sites
was that boston.com continued to publish lite,
real-time material suited for the web whereas
bostonglobe.com, which implemented a hard
paywall, would feature the paper’s more indepth journalism. At the time of launch, the paper’s then editor, Marty Baron claimed that an
average of 75% of Globe content would be published exclusively to bostonglobe.com.
Although the distinction between the two
sites seemed clear on paper, in practice it was
a different story. Globe editor since December
2012, Brian McGrory, said in February 2013 that
there was the “sense that people don’t need to
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The Guardian and The Observer offer special
deals to members of their Extra offering

pay for our journalism because they were getting enough of it for free on boston.com.” Although each website had separate editors, journalists working each site remained in the same
newsroom and a limited amount of Globe content was given each day for publishing on boston.com.
A little over a year and one new owner later
(The New York Times Company sold the Globe
in August 2013 to Boston billionaire John Henry), the paper announced it would reinforce
its two-site strategy by introducing a metered
paywall, moving the boston.com team into its
own newsroom, and eliminating content sharing (except for video produced by the Globe). It
also announced content innovations, primarily
mini-sites on niche topics pertinent to the Boston region, to add to its subscriber offerings.
Partnerships encourage memberships
Newspapers may still be able to be everything
to everybody in terms of content, but in terms
of services and offers, they need some outside
help. Through partnerships with local and national vendors, newspapers have been enhancing their membership offerings with special
services and discounts.
The Guardian was an early adopter of partnerships, announcing a number of deals in May
2010 at the launch of its Guardian Extra membership package, an annual subscription to
which non-subscribers could adhere for £25.
Beginning with cultural venues such as the Victoria and Albert Museum, the National Portrait Gallery and the Tate Britain, today the paper claims over 50 partners including Starbucks
and Virgin Wines.
The paper planned an expansion of membership offerings in 2014, hiring a Managing Di-

rector for Membership Strategies in November
2013. Since all of the paper’s content remains
famously free, Ken Doctor calculated that “if
The Guardian can get one or two or five percent
of unique visitors registering for some level of
free or paid membership, then it can multiply
its revenues from services and products.”
The Guardian’s right-of-center competitor, the Times, which erected a full paywall in
the summer of 2010, launched its membership scheme, Times+, in October 2013 including partnerships with brands in the travel industry to complement the launch of its Travel+
offering.
To maintain its existing and attract new digital subscribers, which stood at 153,000 in February 2014, Times+ proposed member deals
with hotel, cinema, and restaurant chains. To
keep its members buying the print paper, it
struck a deal with supermarket chain Waitrose: all Times+ members that buy their paper
at Waitrose receive a discount on their bill that
equals the amount of their Times purchase.
The Times also struck a deal with the music streaming service Spotify that gave members one year of free access to Spotify Premium, the services’ ad-free, unlimited streaming
offer. “Music is one of the top passions of readers of the Times and the Sunday Times and it is
our aim to provide new services to our membership base to add value to their subscription,”
said the publisher’s Chief Marketing Offer, Katie Vanneck-Smith, referring to the importance
of newspapers knowing their audience, a direct
benefit of membership programs.

INNOVATION’S TAKE

Members are emotionally connected
With all of the free content out there, attracting
readers willing to pay is a monumental task. Paywalls may be successful at some papers, but they
are few and far between.
What remains true is that newspapers inspire a certain loyalty with a certain percentage of their audience. Even if that audience isn’t willing to pay directly for content, membership packages allow
newspapers to offer something different, an emotional connection with their core readers complemented by special deals and opportunities. Expect
memberships to become a more common feature of
publisher offerings in coming years.
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NEWSPAPER
VIDEO IS NOT TV

Video has been all the rage in newspaper newsrooms
for several years. And for logical reasons.
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What kind of video works?
Respondents were asked to rank the engagement levels of fifteen video categories from 1 to 5, one being low
engagement and 5 being high engagement.

HIGH ENGAGEMENT
Breaking news topped the engagement chart, followed by celebrity updates, accidents and animals. Since our survey targets
publications that audiences look to for highbrow content and analysis, it may be surprising to see such high engagement
with these categories.
Agora’s Śliżewski commented, “Readers love this stuff and we publish a lot of it,” indicating that lighter content drives traffic
to the publisher’s web portal sites but less so to its newspaper website. “It’s not quality journalism. It’s not journalism for that
matter,” said Śliżewski.
News Corp’s Narisetti justifies celebrities, accidents and animals as “a good funnel for driving engagement and potentially
subscriptions to your core content.”
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MEDIUM ENGAGEMENT

How much
of your video
content is
produced
in-house?

MOVING TO MOBILE

The newsrooms of each respondent
publish more than 100 videos per
week of which the large majority
are produced in-house or by their
freelance network

Video consumption on the web has been increasing steadily for several
years now. As consumption shifts to mobile, it is reasonable to assume
that an increasing share of video content will also be consumed on mobile
devices.

CNN International

99%
Digital First Media

95%

Our panel concluded that Video reports (TV-style 120-second packages) and mini-documentaries receive mid-level
engagement for the moment and gave mixed opinions about their importance.
On the positive side, CNN’s Bale said, “Our US experience suggests they have an increasing place in the arc of a story from
hard news, to analysis and through to full-length documentary storytelling. Intimate one-person interviews can also be very
effective in explaining big concepts.”
More cautiously, McBennett thought that “Video reports and mini docs will have their place but I don’t see them as big
audience drivers. Video is king, mini docs will have to have a ‘wow factor’.”
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LOW ENGAGEMENT
Live streaming, User-Generated Content and social media such as Vine and Instagram garnered the lowest scores. Despite
all the hype surrounding them, they don’t seem to be moving the needle yet for any of the publishers. But they remain
hopeful.
RTE’s McBennett said, “UGC will be the game changer as time evolves. Not everyone is a journalist but everyone is now a
witness. Vine, Instagram and others will just grow and grow. But are they news? If you can do news in 6 or 15 seconds, can
you do journalism? News, yes. Journalism, no.”
As for live-streaming, Narisetti thinks that, “It is great for some events but there is no competitive advantage per se unless
the live streaming experience is turned into a much more compelling multimedia realtime experience. The lack of advertising
opportunities often mean it is a considerable expense.”
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Among our responders, iPhones and Tout dominate mobile video
production with The Wall Street Journal, RTE and Digital First Media using
one or both of tools.
Tout is a “Real-time mobile video publishing” platform that “enables
leading news, sports and entertainment brands to create, distribute and
monetize mobile video updates in real-time.” Digital First’s Brady said
that “Tout has given every reporter and editor a straight-to-the web video
publishing tool and as a result we now produce more than 5,000 videos
per week.” An example of The Wall Street Journal’s production with Tout is
WorldStream through which WSJ journalists around the world publish video
updates.
In terms of newsroom adoption, Narisetti said that News Corp. journalists
are creating more video than ever before. McBennett experienced some
resistance but said that newsrooms need to analyze usage, learn from it
and try again.

Pop-up video newsrooms
Newspapers must now take what they’ve learned for web video and shift it
to mobile.
We’re already seeing the emergence of “pop-up newsrooms”, or reporters
setting up makeshift work areas with mobile technologies and a wifi
signal from wherever they are reporting. “Mobile-to-mobile” video will
become the norm with more journalists capturing, editing and distributing
video with mobile techniques and technologies and delivering their work
directly to customers engaging with the video-centric reports on mobile
devices. Multi-camera mobile video production will encourage journalists to
collaborate on projects and change their workflows like never before.
The growing trend that newspapers should be studying already is the
“second screen” phenomenon - when consumers watch a non-interactive
TV screen with one eye while interacting with data and social media
streams about the TV event with their smart phones and tablets.
What it means for news and journalism is yet to be established. With the
right investment, smart and innovative newspaper publishers could be
the very companies that define the next wave in video production and
consumption.
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Respondents were asked to rank the engagement levels of fifteen video categories from 1 to 5, one being low
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to the publisher’s web portal sites but less so to its newspaper website. “It’s not quality journalism. It’s not journalism for that
matter,” said Śliżewski.
News Corp’s Narisetti justifies celebrities, accidents and animals as “a good funnel for driving engagement and potentially
subscriptions to your core content.”
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Video consumption on the web has been increasing steadily for several
years now. As consumption shifts to mobile, it is reasonable to assume
that an increasing share of video content will also be consumed on mobile
devices.
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Our panel concluded that Video reports (TV-style 120-second packages) and mini-documentaries receive mid-level
engagement for the moment and gave mixed opinions about their importance.
On the positive side, CNN’s Bale said, “Our US experience suggests they have an increasing place in the arc of a story from
hard news, to analysis and through to full-length documentary storytelling. Intimate one-person interviews can also be very
effective in explaining big concepts.”
More cautiously, McBennett thought that “Video reports and mini docs will have their place but I don’t see them as big
audience drivers. Video is king, mini docs will have to have a ‘wow factor’.”
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LOW ENGAGEMENT
Live streaming, User-Generated Content and social media such as Vine and Instagram garnered the lowest scores. Despite
all the hype surrounding them, they don’t seem to be moving the needle yet for any of the publishers. But they remain
hopeful.
RTE’s McBennett said, “UGC will be the game changer as time evolves. Not everyone is a journalist but everyone is now a
witness. Vine, Instagram and others will just grow and grow. But are they news? If you can do news in 6 or 15 seconds, can
you do journalism? News, yes. Journalism, no.”
As for live-streaming, Narisetti thinks that, “It is great for some events but there is no competitive advantage per se unless
the live streaming experience is turned into a much more compelling multimedia realtime experience. The lack of advertising
opportunities often mean it is a considerable expense.”
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LONG-FORM
JOURNALISM:
“Snowfall” the
way to the future

“Long-form” was arguably 2013’s journalism Word of the Year. A
term that represents just what it sounds like longer stories - “longform” doesn’t necessarily seem revolutionary for newspapers that
traditionally publish in-depth reports in several pieces over days,
weeks and months. But in today’s page view-driven, attentiondeficit, real-time news cycle, lengthy stories that provide an
engaging and well-investigated read can seem like an anomaly.
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013’s resurgence of longer reports, however, was a kind of revolution. Instead of
a simple string of articles with the occasional picture, newspapers took advantage of
all that digital media has to offer - infinite space
and vast amounts of bandwidth - to produce
long-form, multimedia works that bordered on
a documentary format.
The long-form stories produced by news outlets in 2013 amazed both industry insiders and
the audience alike. But will they become the
standard by which news organizations measure themselves? Is multimedia long-form, as a
number of media watchers have declared, “the
future of online journalism”?
The New York Times starts the avalanche
If “long-form” was the journalism Word of the
Year, then “Snowfall” was its embodiment. In
December 2012, The New York Times published
“Snowfall: the Avalanche at Tunnel Creek”, the
story of a sports marketing stunt gone bad in
the mountains of Washington state that resulted in the death of several professional skiers.
As one of the first of its kind, the report echoed
through the web with both the audience and
media pundits. It’s immediate popularity led to
the word, ‘Snowfall’, becoming the all-encompassing term for “the future of online journalism”.
Revolving around the report’s core story
were pieces of multimedia that accompanied
the reader experience and that approached the
story from different angles-videos, animations
and info-graphics that appeared in context as
the reader scrolled down the seemingly endless
page.
Editorial innovations included the addition
of an interactive map of the mountain that followed individual skiers’ paths down the mountain as their story was told in words next to the
map and a graphic animation of the avalanche’s
path down the mountain.
Business-side innovations were also realized.
When published, the story included no advertising, although this was later changed. To generate additional revenues, The Times partnered
with e-book company Byliner to package and
sell Snowfall and other Times works. Readers
could purchase “Snowfall” on Byliner for $2.99.
Despite its popularity, and as is usually the
case with experiments from The New York
Times, “Snowfall” received criticism and skepticism from media insiders and pundits. The USbased digital magazine Slate deemed the online

journalism model “too long, too visually distracting, too overproduced.” AdAge bemoaned
the eventual integration of Google advertisements into the story saying that “the carefully
packaged report could have been a great opportunity for the Times to experiment with advertising as compelling as the visual environment
(of the story)”. The Atlantic, which labeled
“Snowfall” a “triumph of reporting, design and
creativity” and “something like magic”, also
wrote that “There is no feasible way to make sixmonth sixteen-person multimedia projects the
day-to-day future of journalism.”
But the revolutionary mixture of multimedia storytelling and investigative journalism
also garnered the Times a Pulitzer Prize for Feature Writing as well as much praise, perhaps
the most flattering of which came in the form of
similar multimedia reports from its peers. These
reports deserve equal recognition to “Snowfall”
in terms of the results. And their production deserves some further study.

The avalanche snowballs
“The Fall of the House of Tsarnaev”
The Boston Globe, December 15, 2013
Eight months after the terrorist attacks on the
Boston Marathon, the metro newspaper published an investigation about the family of the
the two brothers accused of carrying out the attacks. The story was divided in two parts: one
spanning the origins of the family in Kyrgyzstan to the radicalization of the older brother,
Tamerlan. The second about how the younger brother, Jahar, became involved in a terrorist attack although most that knew him never
thought him capable of such acts.
Following the investigations of the brothers
in the immediate aftermath of the attacks, the
Globe sent its former correspondent to Russia to
places connected with Tsarnaev family. The reporter took video, photos and interviewed key
people during the trip.
Upon realization that the final report would
be construed with long text stories, significant
multimedia accompaniment, and that it would
be split in two parts, the Globe decided to produce the story differently. But the paper’s CMS
didn’t fit their creative minds. Under the direction of Assistant Managing Editor Dan Zedek,
the Globe set to work producing a story the likes
of which its readers had never seen.
Technical development and design quickly became key to the project. Director of Digi-
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The Manhunt for Christopher Dorner
Los Angeles Times, December 8, 2013

tal Design, Michael Workman, drove the core
development team of Gabriel Florit, programmer and expert in data visualization, and Elaina
Natario, online designer. In six weeks, the team
of three created a framework outside of the paper’s CMS that accommodated the vision of the
editorial team. Thinking ahead, the framework
was conceived to be integrated into the CMS to
increase its flexibility for future “Snowfall”-style
reports.
On the editorial side, the video department
edited the videos and images taken by the correspondent that traced the family’s roots in Kyrgyzstan to create montages used in the framework. A graphics team worked with the video
to develop animations. The paper’s Art Director hired an illustrator to re-create precise moments of the story that did not exist in video or
photography. The illustrator interviewed members of the Globe staff that covered the attacks
to obtain first-hand testimonials, images and
all the details necessary so that the illustrations
were as close to the reality as possible.
After more than two months of work, the report was published. The bulk of the work was
done by three reporters, one online designer, an
illustrator, a developer and a videographer with
contributions from many other people - not an
easy task. Thanks to their work, the story not
only provided for amazing journalism but also
provided the Globe with a reusable technology
and knowledge of how the staff can take advantage of these tools.

“The Manhunt for Christopher Dorner”
Los Angeles Times, December 8, 2013
Like the Globe, Los Angeles Times created a
long-form piece about the search for Christopher Dorner, a disgraced ex-policeman that tormented the LA Police department during 10
days.
After having covered the manhunt live, the
newspaper revisited witnesses and locations
in order to reconstruct in detail the story’s dramatic unravelings that were so closely connected to its readers.
Over a period of 10 months, a team of three
journalists conducted over 400 interviews and
perused thousands of pages of the Dorner case’s
documentation. An artist from the graphics department visited the case’s people and places
and adopted a style similar to judicial sketches
in the illustrations and graphics created for the
story.

Two videographers accompanied the team to
take videos of the interviews. Developers produced a platform on which to present the case’s
documentation and manage reader reactions
on social media. A web designer developed a responsive design site fit for all platforms.
The result was an exhaustive, 5-part narrative
that analyzed the facts in enormous detail. According to the Times’ Director of Digital Design
Stephanie Ferrell, the key to the project was to
“create a comfortable and uninterrupted read
while still presenting multiple multimedia and
social elements in an unobtrusive and classic
manner.”
The infinite online space, the multimedia elements and the dialogue with the audience acted
to exponentially enhance the pleasure of reading such a long, investigative story.
But long-form journalism doesn’t always require so many resources. For example, the
Times used its long-form design and technology for a multimedia work for the anniversary of
the Los Angeles Aqueducts.
The project used many similar multimedia
techniques to “Snowfall” - large photos, videos,
one long screen navigated by scrolling, graphics and maps - to narrate a story of the aqueducts using the wealth of the Times’ enormous
archives.
All this project took was the efforts of one reporter, one web designer and a photographer. In
only two weeks together, they were able to create an attractive online presentation that looked
deep into the fascinating historical legacy of Los
Angeles.

INNOVATION’S TAKE

The Future of Online Journalism?
“Snowfall” and its successors are impressive works
of journalism from all angles: reporting, collaboration
and presentation. Are they the type of pieces that all
news organizations should be producing? Certainly not every story can be told with this model. But
when a story merits special treatment, the “Snowfall” model is currently leading the pack.
As with any investigation, long-form multimedia
journalism requires team, technology and tenacity.
Of these, technology is most likely the least evident
in your newsroom. Before you invest in in-house
technology, seek out third-party solutions that you
can integrate into your CMS. Your team, which has
the tenacity and ambition to uncover the truth and
tell the best stories, will take care of the rest.
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Quality still triumphs in the digital age. Since 1878, the QWERTY
arrangement has reigned supreme as the standard keyboard for
innumerable typing devices despite technologically superior designs.

I

n 1985, Economist Paul A. David used the example to define his widely-cited theory of
“path dependence”, the phenomenon of inferior products persisting thanks to the entrenchment they gain by being first-to market.
Unlike the QWERTY keyboard, many newspaper publishers have come and gone since 1878.
But the standards on which they are founded,
despite the repeated declaration of their demise
through technological or sociological change, remain the same. Here is a look at how QWERTY
can be used as a metaphor - and a mnemonic
device - that shows that the basic principles of
journalism endure today. Even with all the technological and sociological change, this “path dependence” still holds true for news publishers.

istockphoto.com

Quality.
Legacy news media have a significant advantage
in today’s news ecosystem: readers identify their
brands with quality journalism and demand the
same quality they have always known on new
platforms.

The case of The New York Times is telling. At
the relaunch of its website in Jan uary 2014, three
features stood out:
• The paper’s much-watched foray into native
advertising maintained a strong distinction
between news stories and advertiser-funded articles
• The redesign reduced emphasis on page
views as an important metric by expanding
the practice of scrolling: now, all articles are
on one long page
• Its historical typographic identity was reinforced for immediate audience recognition
Just the same, the Times took further steps
into quality digital journalism. Explaining the
redesign, Executive Editor Jill Abramson said,
“With more prominent video and photography,
the new features are highly immersive and enhance our readers’ ability to share and comment
throughout articles.”
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STANDARDS
Workforce
If quality is the strength of the brand, then that
quality is a result of the talent in the newsroom.
Without that talent, communities suffer. A February 2014 Columbia Journalism Review article pointed to three independent studies that
showed how regions without the benefit of rigorous, professional reporting experienced a significant and rapid decline in civic engagement
harmful to the democratic process. In most cases
cited, at least one metropolitan newspaper and
their staffs had disappeared.
Increasingly, these staffs are returning - in
digital form. Newspapers letting journalists go
should pay attention as these startups are stealing their readers and the impact that newspapers traditionally have on their audiences.
On the local front, non-profit ventures such
as the MinnPost in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
launched by the former editor and publisher of
the city’s legacy newspaper, and the Voice of San
Diego, launched in part by a longtime columnist at the San Diego Union-Tribune, have filled
a void created by the reduction in quality staff
coverage of local affairs.
Also a non-profit but with a national focus,
ProPublica, launched by former Managing Editor of The Wall Street Journal, Paul Steiger, has
stocked its newsroom with Pulitzer Prize winning reporters which helped the online publication earn the first Pulitzer Prize by a pure player.
For-profit online news outlets are also upending the influence once restricted to newspapers
due to the talent they hire and the way in which
they are managed. The French online-only Mediapart hired the best journalists in the country
and has attracted enough subscribers to turn a
profit. Spain’s finance and economics-focused
El Confidencial staffs almost 100 journalists and
invests in quality editorial, yet its total payroll is
less than half the salary of some CEOs of major
Spanish media houses.
Editorial
“If we create business models that depend largely on page views, we should not be surprised
if they drive publishers to favor content with a
high prospect of ‘going viral’ over content that is
primarily thought-provoking, or challenging, or
discomfiting, or even educational”. These words
of warning from ProPublica’s Steiger should be
heeded by newspaper publishers. The race for
page views, a quantitative metric driven primarily by the need to easily communicate to advertisers and agencies, often comes at the expense
of quality editorial.

STANDARDS

Time spent
with content
is trumping page
views for both
publishers and
advertisers

Thankfully, this is changing. More and more,
time spent with content is trumping page views
for both newsrooms and advertisers. This is refocusing emphasis on quality editorial as it engages audiences for longer periods of time.
Editorial quality extends beyond content production by journalists. Interactivity, dialogue,
participation and user-generated content - phenomena that are transforming the news - also
require expert editorial management. Here, established titles are excelling. The Economist, for
example, maintains a Debate section that respects the paper’s editorial identity. Spain’s El
Pais created its own conversation platform, Eskup, on which experts are welcome to analyse and debate the news produced by the newsroom. Finally, the BBC updated its editorial guide
to make sure that interaction with the audience
is valued and edited in the same way as all types
of content.
Return on news value
“I didn’t know any better. I just thought people
should pay for our content.” So commented former Publisher of The Wall Street Journal, Peter
Kann, on his decision to charge for the paper’s
online content as far back as 1997.
Free information has been the online standard
for most publishers since they first published on
the web. Now, with online advertising revenue
actually declining at several major titles, publishers are implementing models that force their
readers to pay for access. In fact, according to a
2013 study by the Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project, nearly 500 newspapers in the
United States have implemented or plan to implement some form of paywall. The New York
Times, although not the first to implement a paywall, has arguably had the most success claiming 760k digital subscribers in Q4 2013 earning
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that return to the strategy of evening editions of
the past - to publish the day’s news before tomorrow while allowing time enough for the
newsroom to put the day’s events in context.
Belgium’s Le Soir 17h, Der Spiegel’s Abend, and
El Mundo’s El Mundo de la Tarde come to mind.
The launch of sites that deal in longer, more investigative pieces is perhaps a return to the days
when newspapers had a monopoly on information and followed stories for days, weeks and
months. These publications bring with them a
new form of timeliness: one that considers both
the reader’s availability and willingness to consume longer pieces with the lapse of time between the story’s breaking and its publication.
The Atlantic’s Quartz is a good example.

I just
thought people
should pay
for our
content

the paper $149.1 million in annual revenues. The
Financial Times’ digital subscriber number has
surpassed that of its print subscribers.
When considering their return on news value, publishers face a difficult balance. For example, when it implemented its paywall in 2010,
News Corp’s The Times immediately lost 90% of
its web traffic, a similar experience to that of the
publisher’s The Sun when its paywall went up in
August 2013. The papers have persisted and have
seen their digital subscribers gradually increase
with The Times reporting in March 2014 that it
had 375,000 subscribers and was moving towards profitability.
The success and failures of newspaper paywalls will continue to be closely watched. But
paywalls aren’t the only way to generate a return
on news value. The Pew Center points to a number of different revenue-generating experiments
by newspapers including:
• Ssetting up a digital, in-house ad agency separate from the print ad desk
• Decentralizing the sales force to give the ad
desk increased autonomy and streamline
contract negotiations
• Developing niche editorial products that attract new advertisers around new forms of
top-quality content
Timeliness
Evidently, it is no longer true that reporting on
current events, the raw material of journalism, is
no longer restricted by time. The rhythm of news
has been almost completely absorbed by realtime and newsrooms have responded with new
workflows, “air-traffic control centers”, and constantly updated websites.
But different levels of timeliness are emerging. For instance, several papers are experimenting with evening tablet and smartphone editions

Yield
Publishers’ yield on journalistic investment
sums up all of the above. And trends are showing that the combination of quality editorial produced by expert teams in a timely manner are
producing financial results.
Well-established media companies that are
placing a strong emphasis on rebooting their
journalistic activities at their core publications
are experiencing promising results. Germany’s
Axel Springer AG has refocused its efforts on
the performance of its two strongest brands, Die
Welt and Bild achieving 15-20% EBITDA margins
despite the financial crisis. The US’s largest publisher, Gannett, has reached similar levels of operating profitability and in 2013 witnessed a 65%
increase in its stock price. Also in 2013, News
Corp. divided itself into two divisions, one for its
newspapers and one for its television and entertainment holdings.
The split has helped the newspaper division
increase focus on quality to increase revenues as
it can no longer rely on subsidies from the more
profitable TV and entertainment divisions.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Quality content is king

The “keyboard” of success for true journalism is certainly more complex than the six QWERTY ideas argued in this article. But it is a good start. The future
of journalism, at least the type that is essential to
functioning democracies, will depend on its adaptability to technological and economic changes as
much as its ability to preserve the principles and
practices historically associated with this indispensable craft.
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STANDARDS
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INTERVIEW

A CONVERSATION
WITH THE
CONVERSATION

With newsroom staff numbers at all-time lows and news
dissemination occurring instantly, accurate presentation and
analysis of the facts can slip through the cracks. Andrew Jaspan, the
former editor of The Melbourne Age, The London Observer and The
Scotsman founded The Conversation to combat this growing problem.
In an email interview with INNOVATION, he describes his new model
for news and news analysis which combines “Academic Rigour” with
“Journalistic Flair”

W

hy did you launch The Conversation?
There are some disturbing trends in
journalism. In Australia, for example,
the number of newsroom staff has halved to
around 8,000 just in the past six years. That’s
a rapid decline in the number of people we
depend upon to dig up facts and the truth.
In contrast, the number of people (many
former journalists) employed in public relations rose by 63% from 2000 to 2010 and is set
to rise another 21% by 2020. PR companies are
functioning much like newsrooms - curating,
creating and distributing information - but do
so for company clients. They are also encouraged
to communicate directly with the audience,
bypassing journalists altogether.
What does this mean?
A 2010 report by the Australian Centre for
Independent Journalism analysed five days of
ten print newspapers to find that nearly 55%
of stories originated with some form of pubic
relations. This demonstrates that as newsrooms
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are gutted, and marketing and PR bulk up, the
information that the public is consuming is less
inquisitive, less fact-based and less credible.
This is causing a decline in the standards of and
the trust in our news media.
In short, there is a crisis in journalism. The
Conversation is a response to this crisis.
What does The Conversation do differently?
The Conversation is an attempt to restore credibility to journalism. We think the best way to do
so is to tap into people with deep subject matter
knowledge.
Within the media, the people doing this job
used to be called specialist reporters, such as
the Science Editor. But the number of specialist
reporters throughout the world has declined
significantly in favour of generalist reporters. In
Australia there are only two full-time newspaper
Science Editors left.
At the same time, there was a huge and important group of specialists working in the university and research sector, whose knowledge was
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not accessible to the general public. Our aim is
to “mine” that knowledge, then “translate” it
into Plain English and make it available to the
wider public.
So, in The Conversation’s “virtual newsroom”
we now have over 10,000 specialists from over
700 universities and research institutes from
around the world working with 40 full-time
professional editors.
Why academics and researchers?
Two reasons. Firstly, the job of an academic is
not dissimilar to the job of a journalist; both
need skills to understand, sift through and
distill information and data, search for veracity,
provide context and make sense.

“We combine primary
knowledge of academic
researchers and core
journalism skills to create
‘knowledge-based
journalism’. ”

There are of course differences. For instance,
academics take their research one step further
than journalists in that they seek solutions to the
problems they analyze. Furthermore, academics
need time to conduct their research, a fact that
clashes with the urgency of the daily news cycle.
And of course, the language of the academic
is not that of the general public, rather of their
peers or supervisors. The language of journalists
is everyman/woman.
The Conversation reconciles these differences.
We combine the primary knowledge of academic researchers and core journalism skills such as
setting deadlines, fast turnarounds, and writing
in Plain English to create a new journalism
model called “knowledge-based journalism”.
How does your newsroom work together with your
academic contributors?
The Conversation currently has newsrooms in
Australia and the UK, though we hope to expand
elsewhere.

Our editors work in a very similar way to
a traditional newsroom. We start each day at
9am with an “ideas” conference. During the
conference, each section editor presents the
research-driven articles they’re working on and
we discuss live news which we think deserve
further analysis.
Once our editors have agreed on that day’s
commissions, each commissioning editor identifies relevant authors from our 10,000 author
database or through a “call-out” to see who else
is available with the right expertise.
When we have found the right person, we
discuss the idea and then agree an Article Brief,
word count and deadline, so we’re sure that the
editor and author are on the same page.
For new authors, we introduce them to our
technology: the Safe Writing Platform, which
includes writing tips and the Readability Index,
and they complete a public-facing author profile
so readers are clear about the author’s expertise.
All authors complete a disclosure statement,
which sits alongside the published article, and
outlines any potential conflicts, such as funding
sources, membership to political parties and
the like.
The commissioning editor edits the article for
clarity before sending it to a senior editor. Each
article is read by at least two editors before being
sent back to the author for approval. This final
check addresses the problem we set out to solve;
mistakes or misinterpretation of information by
journalists.
Once an article is published, our editors
promote it through social media, the author’s
university is alerted in order to prepare for
potential calls from the media, and our authors
can track the article’s analytics - comments,
tweets, shares, page views, etc. - on their Dashboard. These measures of social engagement are
important because academics are increasingly
expected to show the impact of their research in
the broader community.
Once published, the article is available for
republication by other media and 87% of all our
articles are republished elsewhere. This whole
process can take as little as 2 hours, especially
if the author is already experienced in using our
platform.
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We operate in the 24-hour news cycle and
produce 100+ articles a day across our Australian and UK editions.
The traffic directly to The Conversation is
around 1.5m unique visitors a month, though
including our republications under Creative
Commons the monthly reach is now well over
5m. We have 8,600 media outlets globally now
publishing our content.
What is your business model?
Because we do not accept funding through the
three traditional media revenue streams paywalls, advertising and monetized-syndication
- we have had to develop our own model.
The reason we have no paywall is because we
believe information needs to be free and that
our academics want to share their knowledge
with the wider public. We don’t carry display
advertising because we want to remain free of
all potential commercial influence by advertisers (adding to the integrity and independence
of our site) but also because we do not want to
compete for revenue with our media partners.
Finally, publishing under Creative Commons
allows anyone to reuse our content for free allowing for much greater dissemination of our
information, which is what we care about as
journalists.
We are funded with support from universities,
research institutes, foundations, reader donations, corporate social responsibility budgets
and the Higher Education Departments of the
UK and Australian governments.

Virtually all that money goes to hiring our
editors. Although our academic authors are not
paid by us, they are all paid by the institution
they work for. In addition they get access to
our professional editors, to our media training,
to our Writing Platform, and each author is
provided with a Dashboard demonstrating the
“reach” of their articles and geographic spread,
including comments, and social media statistics.
The Dashboard metrics are becoming a kind
of currency for academics (or measure of performance) as “public engagement”. It is increasingly
being used as a factor when it comes to career
advancement for academics and demonstrating
the social impact of research.
In addition, the greater profile through The
Conversation provides academics with invitations to do further media interviews, speaking
at conferences, to undertake consultancy work
and to collaborate on research.
But best of all, most academics and researchers believe they can play an important role in
society better understanding itself and its problems and that they can also help society find
solutions to its problems. That has long been the
role of the “public intellectual”. The Conversation has simply provided a vehicle to better do
this and has built a safe and direct channel to
the audience. At the same, we are addressing the
problems of an increasingly shallow knowledge
offering.

If anyone is interested in knowing more about
The Conversation, please contact:
andrew.jaspan@theconversation.edu.au
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INDUSTRY

SURVEY

The State of Newspapers in 2014:
Positives and Negatives
The industry as a whole feels that the positives
outweigh the negatives, but not by much

+ -

+ News and information still matter: everyone
wants to be connected and informed

- Newspapers are branded as a “declining
industry”

+ Demand for digital content and advertising
continues to grow: digital reach is creating a new
level of journalistic reach

- Monetizing digital media, although becoming
more accepted by consumers, remains largely trial
and error for every brand in all markets

+ Consumers are becoming accustomed to paying
for digital content, a financial model that creates
accountability for high quality, relevant and
customized content

- The continued loss of print advertising as a
baseline revenue component while printing and
distribution costs increase

+ New leadership in terms of age, perspective
and non-media backgrounds, is entering media
organizations

- Internal resistance to change at the necessary
pace remains despite more regular experiments in
innovation
- Optimization of digital content is a constant effort
and necessary to combat the short attention spans
of digital audiences that often choose to spend
time on alternatives such as social media

+ Print, whose decline for many is stabilizing,
remains a valid component of the platform mix
and different platforms reinforce one another

All things considered for our industry 2014,
do the positives outweigh the negatives
or the negatives outweigh the positives?

Survey FACTS
The Advanced Strategy Center at Pinnacle Peak conducted this survey in partnership with INNOVATION
Media Consulting and WAN-IFRA in the spring of 2014. The survey consisted of 30 questions - a mixture
of open ended responses and specific assessments. It is qualitative in nature and yielded the equivalent
of 50+ in-depth interviews from a broad set of WAN-IFRA members.
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- Monetizing digital media, although becoming
more accepted by consumers, remains largely trial
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for digital content, a financial model that creates
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customized content
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remains a valid component of the platform mix
and different platforms reinforce one another

All things considered for our industry 2014,
do the positives outweigh the negatives
or the negatives outweigh the positives?

Survey FACTS
The Advanced Strategy Center at Pinnacle Peak conducted this survey in partnership with INNOVATION
Media Consulting and WAN-IFRA in the spring of 2014. The survey consisted of 30 questions - a mixture
of open ended responses and specific assessments. It is qualitative in nature and yielded the equivalent
of 50+ in-depth interviews from a broad set of WAN-IFRA members.
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INNOvATION: WHAT MORE SHOULD NEWSPAPERS DO?

INDUSTRY TRENDS: WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
Survey participants gave their opinion on the direction of ten industry trends that touched
upon a variety of issues. Primary findings included:
• integrated newsrooms will be the de facto standard
• Consumers will increasingly accept paid content

as you’ve seen in the innovations in newspapers 2014 report, innovation is
alive and well at newspapers. But there remains a long road ahead. Survey
participants were asked to identify areas in which newspapers need to be even
more innovative over the next five years. here is a small sample of suggestions:

• a fundamental industry leadership change is occurring
Participants responded to these trends on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree):

• further segmentation of audiences and customization of content
that is highly relevant to these audiences
• A complete, multi-platform renovation of advertising to optimize the role of
combined news platforms to reach and engage audiences and create a more
interactive experience
• Application of big data and analytics to form an insight-driven
model of consumers, preferences and trends
• evolutions in the tools and systems needed for journalists to tell
the most compelling stories
• More efforts to attract younger audiences on all
platforms by creating daily content relevant to them

3
DIGITAL CONTENT CONSUMPTION 2014:
SMARTPHONE DOMINATION
When asked how consumers access news and information from
newspapers’ digital properties, it became quickly evident that the
smartphone is already the device of choice in 2014 and by 2019
will pull far ahead of its complements.
tablets have disappointed most with 54% claiming that they
have fallen short of their expectations for the newspaper
industry. 38% percent feel that tablets have met their
expectations while a mere 7% think that the tablet experience
has surpassed their expectations.
reasons for smartphone domination
and tablet stagnation include:
• Smartphones are convenient: they ﬁt in your pocket, can be
accessed at any time and have become integral and socially
acceptable parts of our daily lives
• Tablets are used more for casual reading and entertainment as
opposed to news consumption
• Publishers have not optimized their tablet experiences and have
simply transferred newspaper formats and workflows to the
digital devices
INNOVATIONS IN NEWSPAPERS 2014

ACCESS
BY DEvICE
2014

INTEGRATED NEwSROOM
by 2019 nearly all newspaper organizations will have moved
to an integrated newsroom

4.4

LoCaL newSPaPerS
newspapers will continue to be the source of local information
to fill audience desires to engage in their communities

4.2

JournaLiSt Safety
despite efforts by media organizations and governmental agencies, 2012 and 2013
were the deadliest years on record for journalists killed, a trend that will continue

3.8

PaiD Content
consumers will accept the paid content model as the norm for in-depth,
selected or customized digital content for newspapers

3.7

young JournaLiStS
technological changes, new media formats and new management
will lead to a rebirth in journalism as an attractive career path

3.7

the roLe in SeCurity anD PriVaCy
newspapers will become even more important in defining non-political guidelines
for information privacy and security issues such as the nSa leaks

3.7

NEw LEADERS
new, high profile leadership will have a profound impact
on the industry’s direction over the next decade

3.7

CONTENT TRANSFORMATION
demand for niche content will transform newspaper companies into aggregators
enabling them to better compete with technology and social media companies

3.6

wearaBLe teChnoLogy
will create new opportunities for news to be delivered
in real time in entirely different ways

3.5

Print trenDS
the decline in traditional newspaper print has leveled off and will be stable
or see even modest growth over the next 5 years on a global basis

2.6

2019

38% 54%
23% 28%
37% 17%
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MEDIA VOICES
“Nicholas Lemann, who recently stepped down as dean of the
Columbia Journalism School… has one firm rule about
(the Future of Newspapers) discussions: ‘You’re not allowed to
say “It will all work out somehow”.’ If you want to play with the
big boys, you’ve got to say how. Unfortunately, having thought
about it for a bit, I’ve more or less concluded that the ongoing
crisis of newspapers… will all work out, somehow.
I can’t tell you how, but I can tell you why.”
Michael Kinsley Founder, Slate, Columnist, Vanity Fair
“The state that is building such a
formidable apparatus of surveillance
will do its best to prevent journalists
from reporting on it. Most journalists
can see that. But I wonder how many
have truly understood the absolute
threat to journalism implicit in the
idea of total surveillance, when or if
it comes – and, increasingly, it looks
like ‘when’. We are not there yet,
but it may not be long before it will
be impossible for journalists to have
confidential sources.”

Alan Rusbridger

Editor, The Guardian,
responding to reactions to NSA leak reports

“The 1970s-style
newspaper publishing
process – making
incremental changes to multiple
editions through the night - is
dead. In future, our print product
will derive from the web
offering - not vice versa.”

Lionel Barber

Editor-in-Chief, Financial Times in
an October 2013 letter announcing
the paper’s next digital
first efforts

“There isn’t a clear financial model for the
news business in the future. Thus, some
people have expressed puzzlement about
this investment because they expect that the
purchase of a business is based on the pursuit
of profit. But this investment isn’t about profit.
It’s about sustainability. Any great paper, the
Globe included, must generate enough revenue
to support its mission.”
John Henry

Publisher, The Boston Globe, responding to why he purchased the Globe, October 2013
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“The history of French
newspapers has been
very much about
taking side in politics
and commenting a lot.
Without abandoning
the notion that we will
also be taking sides
and giving our opinion
on certain issues, I
want Le Monde’s first
focus to be on strong,
authoritative news,
verified facts.”

“We cannot afford to give up (ad
revenue from Google traffic) because
we desperately need the money
for technological investments in
the future… We also know of no
alternative search engine which
could maintain or increase our online
reach. A large proportion of high
quality journalistic media receives
its traffic primarily via Google… This
means, in plain language, that we are
dependent on Google.”

Natalie Nougayrède

Mathias Doepfner, CEO, Axel Springer in an April 2014 open letter
entitled “Why we fear Google” to Google Chairman, Eric Schmidt

first female Editor of Le Monde

“The people in Silicon Valley don’t
agree with me, but I think that
$200 billion [Facebook market cap]
for that, no matter how good the
company, is going to be very hard
to justify in the long term. I don’t
have confidence in the permanence
of any particular social app or
social network, you know?”
Rupert Murdoch

cEO, News Corporation in an April 2014 interview
with Fortune Magazine

“We want to
give everyone
in the world the
best personalized
newspapers
in the world.”
Mark Zuckerberg
CEO, Facebook

“It’s a chance to build
something from scratch,
which I’ve never done
before, and to use all the
tools that digital technology
offers journalists in terms
of ways to investigate and
to present on a subject that
really matters personally.”

Bill Keller

Former EXECUTIVE EDITOR, The New
York Times, explaining his move to
become EXECUTIVE EDITOR of nonprofit news startup, The Marshall
Project, in February 2014
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s the leading global service organization for the
world’s newspapers and news publishers on all
platforms, WAN-IFRA has become an agent of
media transformation, be it business models, strategic
organization or technology.
The organization represents 78 national newspaper
associations, more than 18,000 publications, 15,000
online sites and over 3,000 companies in more than
120 countries. The organization is headquartered in Paris and in Darmstadt, near Frankfurt, in Germany, and
has regional offices in Singapore and India.
Our mission is to defend and promote press freedom,
provide knowledge and strategic advice to help members and the industry understand and manage structural and cyclical changes, conduct relevant industry research with academic and media partners, and provide
leadership in matters of common interest.
Learn more at www.wan-ifra.org

PRESS FREEDOM
The vast majority of the world’s population does not
enjoy the basic human right of freedom of expression.
WAN-IFRA campaigns for press freedom world-wide,
through protest campaigns against violations, through
initiatives to eliminate repressive laws and practices,
and through engagement with governments and intergovernmental organizations. WAN-IFRA has formal
consultative status to represent the newspaper industry at UNESCO, the United Nations, and the Council of
Europe.
www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/press-freedom

MEDIA DEVELOPMENT
WAN-IFRA’s media development activities, funded by
major international donors, focus on creating viable,
sustainable media enterprises. Projects include Mobile News for Africa, Women in News, a Vietnam media
partnership, a variety of research projects and more.
www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/media-development

Leading Conferences
and Events
WAN-IFRA is the leading global organizer of conferences and events for the worldwide newspaper and media
industry, covering all aspects of the industry. Its events
include the World Publishing Expo (IFRA Expo), the
world’s largest global trade exhibition for the industry,
and the World Newspaper Congress, World Editors Forum, World Advertising Forum and Info Services Expo,
the global summit meetings of the world’s press. A full
calendar of conferences and events can be found at:
www.wan-ifra.org/events

PRESS ACADEMY
The Academy offers more than 40 different training
courses annually at training centers in Germany, the
United States and Singapore, and directly on-site at publishing houses. These range from “working in multimedia newsrooms” to “infographics” to “advertising
sales professional media skills qualification” and much
more.

WAN-IFRA Consulting
WAN-IFRA offers consulting services from some of the
industry’s top strategic- and technology-minded professionals who have been helping publishers improve
their operations all over the world.
WAN-IFRA’s Frenemies Consulting offers access to
some of the news media industry’s most experienced
and successful brains who can provide hands-on guidance on a comprehensive spectrum of strategic business and technology topics.
WAN-IFRA’s production specialists can help your
company in many areas of operations, from quality improvement initiatives to reorganization, training or material and equipment testing.
WAN-IFRA’s Newsplex consulting services concentrate on systematically supporting newspaper management in the development and implementation of a
newsroom strategy that follows a media-convergent
publishing approach.
www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/consulting
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WAN-IFRA’s SoMoNews Executive Program was set
up in response to the emerging mobile media market.
Member publishers and technology developers are able
to build their understanding of the new and changing
needs of consumers, to create and sustain business,
take control and adapt to new technology.

EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS

Young Reader Development
To help create the next generation of newspaper readers – on all platforms, WAN-IFRA organizes international co-operation to encourage the culture of reading
newspapers through the establishment and development of Newspapers In Education activity world-wide
and other initiatives designed to help newspaper companies attract younger readers.
www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/young-readers

The eRev Executive Program is an initiative set up by
WAN-IFRA in response to the growing digital media
market and the increasing focus on the digital business side. WAN-IFRA partners with publishing houses
to help them create and sustain business and to identify emerging trends.
www.wan-ifra.org/wan-ifra-executive-programmes

World Editors Forum
The World Editors Forum provides opportunities for senior news executives to exchange ideas and information about the business of editing newspapers. In addition to its annual conference, the WEF publishes Trends
in Newsrooms and runs the premier blog for global editors, the Editors Weblog.

Contacts
World Association of
Newspapers and News
Publishers (WAN-IFRA)
Washingtonplatz 1
64287 Darmstadt. Germany
Tel. +49.6151.733-6
Fax +49.6151.733-800
96 bis, rue Beaubourg
75003 Paris
Tel. +33.1.47428500
Fax +33.1.42789233
info@wan-ifra.org
www.wan-ifra.org

www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/world-editors-forum
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President
Tomas Brunegård
Chairman
Stampen Group, Sweden
Treasurer
Tore Stangbye
Chief Executive Officer
Berner Gruppen, Norway
Vincent Peyrègne
Chief Executive Officer
Thomas Jacob
Chief Operating Officer
For all questions:
Larry Kilman
Secretary General
larry.kilman@wan-ifra.org
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“From Media Companies
To Information Engines”

I

INNOVATION is a leading
global media consulting
company based in London
(UK), founded 32 years ago,
working with more than
100 media and management
consultants fluent in 27
languages in almost 60
countries, which:
• Develops and implements
strategic plans for
diversification, convergence
and full multimedia
integration.
• Plans, directs and implements
high quality editorial projects
for the modernization of
newsroom management,
graphic presentation, tablet
applications, mobile media,
and editorial content to drive
greater advertising revenues
and increased circulation.
• Produces detailed and
unique editorial multimedia
integration models and
news operations manuals,
including news workflows for
INNOVATION’s state-of-the-art
open-space newsrooms.
• Organizes tailored inhouse training programs for
journalists and publishing
executives.
• Works with familyowned media companies
to successfully navigate
generational changes.
• Publishes reports and
newsletters on global media
trends, including a quarterly
Confidential Newsletter in
English and Spanish.
• Produces an annual report

on Innovations in Newspapers
for the World Association
of Newspapers and News
Publishers (WAN-IFRA).
Published since 1999, the
report appears in English,
and several other languages
including Arabic and Chinese.
• Publishes (since 2010 ) an
annual report on trends in
the magazine industry for the
London-based International
Federation of the Periodical
Press (FIPP); the report is
published in English and
Chinese.

OUR VISION

INNOVATION believes that
old style media companies
must convert themselves into
“multimedia information
engines.TM” We firmly believe
that good journalism is good
business, and we believe that
an information company’s first
responsibility is to be profitable
because without profitability
there is no independence,
and without independence
there is no credibility. Without
credibility there is no audience,
and without an audience there
is no advertising. These new
“Multiplatform Information
and Marketing Solutions
EnginesTM” must lead from
Readers to Audiences, and from
Audiences to Communities.
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Magazine
Montepio
(Lisbon,
Portugal)

SPD

HOW WE OPERATE

MERIT AWARD

We believe that change should
not be imposed, but negotiated
and based on consensus.
We do not believe in magic
formulas. Every project is
unique. Every market is
different. Every company has
its own characteristics. Every
newsroom has its own culture
and personality.
We are not a general
management consulting
company. Journalism is in
our DNA. We come from
the industry, and speak its
language. Although all our
projects are tailored to the
client’s specific requirements,
they always include three key
steps: analysis, implementation
and follow-up. All three
are critical elements in any
consulting project.

49th edition,
The Society
of Publications
Designers

THE CHANGE PROCESS

Analysis, implementation and
follow-up are the three main
phases of INNOVATION’s
editorial, graphic, technical,
management, and business
change processes. We do not
believe in cosmetic changes or
miracles. Every serious project
requires time and reflection.
Improvisation only leads
to failure. We work closely
with our clients’ executives
and professional staffs.
INNOVATION projects build
on close creative interaction
between our clients and our
consultants. Success is heavily
dependent on follow-up,
training and implementation.

New design for the magazine
Saber Viver in Lisbon (Portugal)

New Superdesk in Il Secolo XIX in Genova (Italy)
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Noticia Agora (Brazil), Media
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Entrepreneurs. Interested?
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Contact us at: Dreamfactory@
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innovation-mediaconsulting.com Revistas de Información
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as graphic editor) and Chiqui
Germany), China Periodical
Esteban shared with The Boston
Association (China), Los Andes
Globe Staff the Breaking News
(Argentina), Grupo Expansión
Pulitzer Prize for its exhaustive
(Mexico), Sveriges Tidskrifter
and empathetic coverage of the
AB (Sweden), Canadian
Boston Marathon bombings
Newspaper Association
and the ensuing manhunt
(Canada), El País (Colombia),
that enveloped the city, using
University of Virginia
photography and a range of
Alumni Magazine (USA),
digital tools to capture the full
Rede Gazeta (Brazil), Grupo
impact of the tragedy.
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newSPaPerS new eDitor Prensa Libre (Guatemala),
Associação Nacional de
John Burke, an INNOVATION
Editores de Revistas (Brazil),
consultant based in Paris,
Diario da Regiao (Brazil),
France, has succeeded
Perú Económico (Perú),
Claude Erbsen as this report’s
Independent Newspaper
main editor. Claude edited the
report for the previous 10 years. Limited/ Daily Independent
(Nigeria), Magazine Business
John has a B.A. in Political
innoVation PaPerS
Association of Taipei (Taiwan),
Science from the College of
All our clients and subscribers
RBA Publiventas (Spain), Saber
the Holy Cross, an MBA from
receive a new periodical
Viver Magazine (Portugal),
IE Business School and was
publication devoted to
Beijing Knhua Media Company
formerly the Deputy Director
time-sensitive issues. The
(China), Unidad Editorial
of the World Editors Forum at
INNOVATION PAPERS cover
(Spain), International News
WAN-IFRA.
new editorial products, new
Media Marketing Association,
technology developments and
INMA (USA), VDZ (Germany),
digital platforms, and new
INNOVATION wORk
FIPP (UK), Magazines Canada
advertising and marketing
Our services were engaged
Association (Canada),
innovations. Request a
in the last few months by
Mediafacts Publishing
complimentary sample at
companies and institutions
Conference (Netherlands),
headquarters@innovationincluding: RCS Media Group
Sanoma Media (Belgium).
mediaconsulting.com
(Italy), Axel Springer Verlag
Our clients meet periodically
at the Harvard University
Faculty Club (USA) and Oxford
University Reuters Institute
(UK) for private Digital Media
Newspaper and Magazine
Club meetings, sharing and
exchanging experiences on best
practices: upcoming sessions
will be devoted to multimedia
newsroom integration
trends, paywall content and
management strategies, new
content models for “the day
after newspaper”, design of
“mobile-first” news products,
and the future of newsmagazines.
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INNOVATION IN
MAGAZINES
WORLD REPORT

INNOVATION IN
NEWSPAPERS
WORLD REPORT

An Annual Report for the
International Federation of
Periodical Press (FIPP). A look at the
top magazines and publishers, and
what they’re doing to innovate and
stay ahead of the curve. Featuring
new marketing strategies, new
technologies, and emerging forms
of journalism and content. But most
of all, you’ll see where the magazine
industry is headed.

An annual examination of
innovations in newspapers,
distributed at the general meeting
of the World Association of
Newspapers, now WAN-IFRA.
The Report features richly
illustrated articles with insights
by INNOVATION consultants on
the latest editorial, marketing and
other developments and trends in
newspapers around the world.

CONFIDENTIAL
NEWSLETTER.
New Trends &
Successful Cases
A quarterly review of the
technological changes, journalistic
innovations and commercial
challenges of the new Information
Society, written by experts sensitive
to the needs of the professional
market. It is aimed at senior
executives with an international
perspective and a creative mentality.
It is published in English and Spanish.

We hope you will become a part of our readership

For subscriptions and to obtain copies visit:
www.innovation-mediaconsulting.com/what-we-publish

THE CHALLENGE

We Consult. We Learn.
We Publish
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